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Heun Tsang walked all the way from
China to experience the glory of Sirpur.

Thankfully, you can simply take a flight.

Back between the 6th and 10th century, Sirpur was an important

centre of Buddhism. Many travellers from neighbouring countries

visited Sirpur, fascinated by its splendor and glory.

Rich in architecture and legacy, Sirpur is probably four times

bigger than Nalanda. Ruins oftwo Buddhist monasteries, the Anand

Prabhu Vihar and Swastik Vihar have been discovered, including

the magnificent statue of Buddha made of basalt stone and

1.1 meter in height. According to Heun Tsang, Sirpur had more

than 100 viharas and 150 temples. Only 10% of these have

been excavated yet. Most of them still lie buried under the sands

of time. Who knows, what other secrets lie hidden in this land.

After all, Chhattisgarh is full ofsurprises.

ChhattJsgarh
^P full of surprisesfull of surprises

For more details, contactus@chhattisgarhtourism.net or visit us at www.chhattisgarhtourism.net

CHATTISGARH TOURISM BOARD, Paryatan Bhawan, I.G. Mare, Raipur - 492 006, Chhattisgarh, INDIA. +91 771 4066 415
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India's bright
economy

By OECD Observer

A schoolgirl's face is painted in the

colours of the Indian national flag during

Independence Day celebrations in

economic growth has given India's

people much to smile about too, though
far more could be achieved if reforms

©REUTERS/Amit Guptar Jammu, India, 15 August 2007. Strong were carried out. See pages 9-11.
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New pensions
The "pay-as-you-go"
government pension system

common to many countries,

as you point out, will not be
financially sustainable, the
result of the rapid ageing of
societies in developed
countries (No 263, July 2007).
As your graph shows, the only
way to fund the pensions
deficit will be through one or
all of the following measures: a
large tax increase, a substantial
decrease m benefits or a

significant raise in the

retirement age.

Before trying to reform rich
world government pension
systems, however, it is worth

considering whether they are
actually achieving perhaps
their two most commonly
stated objectives.

Do government pensions

currently provide an income
which allows the vast majority
of people to maintain their
pre-retirement living
standards? The answer is

probably no. Do government
pensions, by providing an
initial stimulus, then at least

encourage people to further
save for their retirements?

Judging by the record levels of
household debt in several

OECD countries, the answer

would again appear to be no.

Indeed, government pensions
more likely discourage private
savings because individuals
mistakenly expect their

pension benefits to be greater
than they actually will be.

A switch to voluntary,

individually owned, privately
invested accounts would

provide a far better retirement
system for many working
people. It would provide
higher retirement benefits,

offering people a better rate of
return on their money, and lift
more seniors out of poverty. It
would be solvent, as

individuals could only take out
what they put in, with interest.
It would also eliminate many
other problems arising from
mandatory state pensions-from
no longer penalising groups
with shorter life expectancies
to freeing pensioners from
dependence on the whims of
politicians for their retirement
income.

Public information campaigns
alerting people to the pros and
cons of exposure to different
levels of risk in their

retirement portfolios would
seem sensible. But rather than

attempt to fix unworkable
pension systems, it would be
far wiser to create new ones

that do.

D. Kimble

Long Island, New York, US

Beyond sun roofs
Prof Vaclav Smil's lucid and

measured thinking is correct
m that we must be realistic

about renewable energy's
future (No 258/259, December

2006). But I wonder if he is

not being too dismissive of

solar energy. Sure enough, the
technology offers a lower
energy intensity than fossil or
nuclear energy sources, but
Mr Smil admits that the power
density of solar is 20 times
that of biomass and twice as

high as hydro or wind power.
So, why not put more
emphasis on solar? For
Mr Smil, the main drawback is

m the area of land that would

have to be covered in solar

panels to meet our current
energy needs. For instance, the

area of panels needed to
supply a supermarket would

be 10 times the size of the roof

area. It is likely this fact that
prompts R. Cleirighs letter

that renewable energy sources
on a micro-scale to supply
communities and villages is a
solution (No 262, July 2007).
But is the public aware that
major solar power stations

now on the horizon barely
take up more space than
conventional electricity
stations?

In fact, one coming onstream
in 2008 near Grenada in Spain
will be the world's largest,
generating some 50 MW to

supply electricity to some
45,000 homes. Soon after

another even bigger 62 MW
station will come onstream in

Moura, Portugal.

Beyond panels there are other
sources of solar-generated
power, such as thermodynamic
steam turbines with a high
energy intensity not far off that
of coal or oil. A major project
using this procedure is under
way m Sanlùcar la Mayor, near
Seville, with a target supply of
over 150,000 households.

There is also one based in

Germany. Finally, might I acid

that NASA has been working
on a project to put solar
panels in space with a view to
supplying millions of

consumers on the ground.
Space might not be a problem
after all.

Louis Dervier

Paris, France

We welcome your views.
observer@oecd .org
For more letters, visit

www.oecdobserver,org/letters
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EDITORIAL

Towards an innovation strategy
Angel Gurria, Secretary-General of the OECD

The history of human progress is also a history of innovation, and
OECD countries have been rediscovering what this means for the
global economy. Consider the US. For two decades the world's

largest and most advanced economy has been driving forward the
frontiers of technical progress. Yet whether in information technology,
pharmaceuticals or biotechnology, the US knows it must innovate to
stay in front.

So too must all OECD economies, large and small, which have been
transformed thanks to the role they play in the global innovation
chain.

Or consider China, whose recent space ventures are a reminder not only
of China's re-emergence as a global power, but of its history of
technological advancement. China invented the humble wheelbarrow,
the powerful printing press and much more. Today, it has
communications firms to rival the best, and researches into

nanotechnology and biotechnology.

Innovation is about improving communications, curing diseases and
solving energy, food and environmental problems. But it is also about
wealth creation. Today's companies create value-added by investing in
"intellectual assets", rather than in machinery and equipment per se.
That means more patent activity, more branding, more international law,
and so on.

Developed countries see innovation as an ingredient to help raise them
up the value chain and give them an edge in the expanding global
marketplace-what Harvard business guru Michael Porter calls a
"competitive advantage". An attractive policy idea, since unlike natural
comparative advantages, innovation can be cultivated and improved.
This characteristic also applies to developing countries, which can
harness innovation as a springboard for faster progress. The question is
how to foster innovation successfully.

Innovation transforms an idea into a new, improved product, process or
service. New technology is the visible expression of this, but there are
intangible, organisational innovations too. Amazon harnessed
information and communications technology to sell goods online, but
also to improve efficiency. "Old economy" firms, from fast-food outlets
and financial services to automotive producers, have also transformed
their businesses.

In short, progress depends on how human skills and technology interact
to improve processes and raise performance. Innovation enhances this
total factor productivity

OECD governments have got the message and are doing more to boost
innovation by providing fiscal incentives for R&D-spending on R&D
has risen by around 3% per year since the mid-1990s!-encouraging
more business research, opening up education, building international
business parks, and so on.

But why has all the government effort not always led to more growth,
particularly in Europe, despite its leading-edge firms? What is missing
and how can governments move their economies forward?

A strategy is needed, and that is what the OECD has been asked to develop
for our member governments. This cross-cutting package will provide
mutually reinforcing policies and recommendations to boost innovation
performance. The OECD Innovation Strategy will point to general and
country-specific practices, and where appropriate, develop guidelines.

This work will culminate in a report to ministers in 2010, but some patterns
are already clear. For instance, innovative, dynamic economies as diverse as
Finland and the US display a cocktail ol features, ranging from fiscal
incentives and expanding public research to openness to foreign R&D. They
produce plenty of top graduates in science and technology, in well-funded
learning institutions. They also have good business environments and stable
macroeconomic conditions.

Take public basic research. True, most innovations occur in business, but
many key inventions, like the world wide web, have come from public
basic research. Are governments doing enough to strengthen this
bedrock of innovation?

Certainly, public research should support business research and not crowd it
out. As Schumpeter argued, it is the wild spirits of entrepreneurs that must
be harnessed. In 2005 four-fifths of researchers in the US were in the

business sector, compared with two-thirds in Japan, but just half in the EU.
Food for thought.

Governments should also ask if they are really doing enough to foster
collaboration between universities and businesses, and not just within their
borders. Cross-border co-operation on scientific publications and inventions
is rising fast, making global interaction a paradigm of the innovation age.

A tough challenge for policymakers from Berkeley to Beijing concerns
intellectual property rights. In today's market, good ideas are a valuable
though vulnerable commodity and the challenge is to develop rules and
licensing practices that encourage both invention and diffusion, while
enhancing growth.

Google and Nokia are global faces of deeper processes that other countries
can set in motion. The cocktail may have to be mixed differently to suit
country prionties, but the flavour must emphasise innovation. As an
underlying condition though, policymakers must ensure sound economic
management; innovation will not spur much growth if product and labour
markets are inflexible or if trade and investment regimes are closed.
Financial markets too must respond to fast changing competition.

In the end, innovation is about the political economy of reform, with a
crucial ingredient being leadership. The US, China and a few others are
blazing a trail, and other countries must forge ahead too. The OECD
Innovation Strategy can help plot the way forward.

OECD Observer No. 263 October 2007
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Tax burdens back up
Average tax burdens in OECD countries have risen,

experts say. In fact, after a brief reduction from 2001
to 2004, the annual Revenue Statistics shows that tax

revenues as a percentage of GDP are back at the historic highs
of 2000.

The average tax burden in the 30 OECD countries reached
36.2% of GDP m 2005, the latest year lor which complete
figures are available, up from 35.5% in 2004 and level with
the historical high of 36.2% recorded in 2000. Three
countries-Italy, Ireland and Korea-saw their tax burdens rise
by more than a percentage point between 2005 and 2006.

The latest figures for the OECD area showed a slight increase
in the proportion of revenue collected from general
consumption taxes, such as value-added taxes (VAT) and sales
taxes, from 6.7% of GDP in 2000 to 6.9% of GDP in 2005.

See www.oecd.org/ctp or order at ww.oecdbookshop.org

Offshore tax warning

Some countries and financial

centres still fall short of

meeting international
standards developed over the
last seven years to improve
transparency and co¬

operation in combating
offshore tax evasion, say two
new OECD studies.

Although the reports,
Improving Access to Bank
Information for Tax Purposes -
the 2007 Progress Report and
Tax Co-operation: Towards a
Level Playing Field - 2007
Assessment by the Global Forum

on Taxation, acknowledge the
progress made m certain

financial centres, they argue
that further reform is needed

in many others.

Significant restrictions on
access to bank information for

tax purposes remain in three
OECD countries, Austria,

Luxembourg and Switzerland,
and in a number of offshore

financial centres, such as

Cyprus, Liechtenstein,
Panama and Singapore.

Moreover, a number of

offshore financial centres that

have committed to implement

standards on transparency
and the effective exchange of
information, developed by the
OECD's Global Forum on

Taxation, have failed to do so,

according to the studies from
the OECD's Centre for Tax

Policy and Administration.

Lack of transparency and a
failure to co-operate
internationally create
conditions that can be

exploited by dishonest
taxpayers to evade their tax

obligations, and can prevent
governments from lowering
tax burdens for honest

taxpayers.

See www.oecd.org/ctp or
email ctpa.contact@oecd.org

Economy
Economic expansion will slow
in the OECD area, the latest

OECD composite leading
indicators show. The leading
indicators for August 2007 show
weakening performance in the
six-month rate of change, which
evens out oscillations, for the

lop seven OECD economies.
The indicator for the OECD area

fell by 0.6 point in August, and
its six-month rate of change was
down for the second month in a

row. The euro area leading
indicators fell by 0.5 point in
August, with a downward trend
in its six-month rate of change
since June 2006. The latest data

point to moderating expansion
in China, India and Brazil, too,

but an improved outlook for
Russia.

The OECD composite leading
indicators incorporate a wide
range of data, such as building
permits, order flows, long-term
interest rates and sentiment

surveys in a bid to deliver early
signals of forthcoming trends in
economic activity.

Inflation fell slightly as
consumer prices rose by 1 .8%
in the OECD area in the year to
August 2007, compared with
2% in the year to July 2007. On
a monthly basis, the price level
declined by 0.1% between July
and August 2007 after no
change between June and July.
Consumer prices for energy
decreased by 1.3% year-on-year
in August against a rise of
0.8% m July

However, unit labour costs in

market services rose by an
average of 0.7% in OECD
economies in the second quarter
of 2007. Growth for the quarter
in the US was 1.1%, in France

0.8%, m the UK 0.1%, there was

Slowing ahead?
Trend restored composite leading

indicator, annual ised 6-month % change

Major 5 Asia

Euro area

US

2004 2005 2006 2007

Note: Major 5 Asian countries are China, India,
Indonesia, Japan and Korea

Source: OECD

no change in Germany, and in
Japan labour costs fell by 0.4%.

Unit labour costs in industry
rose slightly in OECD
economies in the second quarter
of 2007. at an average of 0.2%.
A rise in unit labour costs

indicates that growth in average
pay exceeds growth in labour
productivity, which may create
upward pressure on |iroducer
prices. OECD unit labour costs
are now published quarterly.

Trade growth slowed in the G7
countries for the second quarter
of 2007. Growth in goods trade
volume slipped to a seasonally-
adjusted 0.4% for exports while
imports fell 0.4%. The US saw
its quarter-on-quarter exports
grow by 1.5%, Japan's grew by
1 .4% and Germany's fell by
1 .6%. Japan's imports declined
by 1.6%, Germany's fell by 1.9%
and US imports declined by
0.6%. On a year-to-year basis,
G7 trade volumes continued to

grow at lower rates, with both
exports and imports up 2.3%.

(continued on page 7)
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Governance initiative launched

Development assistance is not just about how much
aid is donated, but how it is managed and spent. The
trouble is many recipient countries lack the strong
institutional services OECD countries take for granted,
such as fiscal customs and legal departments, needed
to invest aid effectively.

A new initiative has just been launched to help address
such weaknesses. Called the Partnership for
Democratic Governance (PDG), it will assist those

developing countries that need help to improve
governance, strengthen capacity and deliver the

services that are essential supports of effective
democratic government.

The launch of the PDG was held at the UN headquarters
in New York on 1 October, 2007. Among those in
attendance were US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice
and OECD Secretary-General Angel Gurria (our photo).

Secretary of State Rice hailed the initiative as the first
concerted effort to determine how the international

community can help developing country governments,
notably by providing them with temporary
international personnel. "Long after the good work oi
the Partnership for Democratic Governance is done,
what will endure are stronger, more capable
institutions in democratic developing countries," the
US secretary of state said.

The PDG's founding members are Australia, Brazil,
Canada, Chile, Denmark, Japan, Korea, Mexico, New
Zealand, Poland, Turkey and the US, as well as the
OECD, the United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP), the Organization of American States (OAS),
and the Inter-American Development Bank (IADB).

For more detail, contact pdgcontact@oecd.org or see¬
the website www.oecd.org/pdg

Anti-Bribery Convention at 1 0
It is 10 years since the Convention on Combating
Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International
Business Transactions, also known as the OECD

Anti-Bribery Convention, was adopted, on
21 November 1997.

To mark the occasion, the government of Italy and the
OECD Working Group on Bribery are hosting a special
event in Rome on 2 1 November 2007. The event will

provide an important and timely opportunity to foster
broader public understanding and support of the
Convention. It will also offer governments a chance to
show how they have strengthened their anti-bribery
legislation and systems to level the playing field for
international business.

See www.oecd.org/bnbery/anniversary or email
anti-corruption.contact@oecd.org. See also OECD
Observer No. 261, March 2007.

concern expressed about Chile
and Argentina
Chile should promptly adopt the necessary national
legislation to improve its compliance with its
international obligations under the Anti-Bribery

Convention, according to a new report by the OECD
Working Group on Bribery. While the Working Group
notes that Chile has recently engaged in efforts to
implement the Convention, it is seriously concerned
that Chile has not responded to key
recommendations. These include amending the law to
introduce corporate liability for foreign bribery,
significantly increasing sanctions for foreign bribery,
ensuring that its courts have territorial jurisdiction
over foreign bribery, and facilitating the lifting of bank
secrecy in foreign bribery cases. In addition to the
regular follow-up processes, the Working Group has
exceptionally decided to review Chile's legislation
again one year from now.

Argentina's last-minute postponement of the
inspection by an anti-bribery evaluation team
has also caused concern. One of 34 adherents to the

OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, Argentina was
expected to receive a team of experts on
24-28 September 2007 to monitor compliance in
implementing the Convention's statutes. Argentina is
the second country to have postponed such an
inspection. The visit has now been rescheduled for
10-14 December 2007.

For more detail, contact Patrick.Moulette@oecd.org
and visit www.oecd.org/corruption

Soundbites

No biofools

"One wants rational

decisions rather than simply
jumping on the bandwagon
because superficially
something appears to reduce
emissions."

Keith Smith, University of
Edinburgh and co-author
with E J. Crutzen et al. of

report, "N20 release from
agro-biofuel production
negates global warming
reduction by replacing fossil
fuels", Atmospheric
Chemistry and Physics
Discussions Online, quoted
on www.Timesonline.co.uk,

22 Sep 2007.

Global relevance

"... in globalisation, we don't
need less multilateralism. We

need more multilateralism.

We don't need less IMF We

need more IMF The

condition? The condition is

that the Fund has to be both

relevant and legitimate."

IMF Managing Director-

designate Dominique Strauss-
Kahn in a press conference,
1 October. See full transcript
at www.imf.org

Weighty words

"It is possible that we spend
more on healthcare because

we are, indeed, less healthy
If the US could bring its
obesity rates more in line
with Europe's, it could save
$100 billion a year or more
in healthcare costs."

Kenneth Thorpe, chair of the
Department of Health Policy
and Management at Emory

University's Rollins School of
Public Health, in an interview

with Health Affairs, a leading
journal of health policy, 2 Oct.

OECD Observer No. 263 October 2007
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Brazil in export
credits pact
The world's major civil

aircraft exporting
countries have

announced a landmark

agreement limiting
government support for
export deals. Signatories
include both OECD

countries and Brazil, which

is not an OECD member

and is joining a pact of this
kind for the first time. It is

also the first time that a

non-OECD country has
joined OECD countries in a

trade agreement relating to
export credits. In recent

years, official export credit
support for civil aircraft
sales has covered deals

valued at between

$7 billion and $10 billion

annually. This created some
market distortions which

the new pact should help
to straighten out, experts
believe.

OECD Secretary-General

Angel Gurria hailed the
accord as a breakthrough in
international trade

diplomacy in what is a
highly competitive sector.
"By creating a level playing

field in official support for
export deals, the agreement
will focus competition for
sales of civil aircraft on

price and quality instead of
on levels of government
support," Mr Gurria said.

For more background and
details, email

tad.contact@oecd.org or
see www.oecd.org/trade
and www.oecd.org/brazil

Innovation is the Kiwi

New Zealand should

strengthen its support for
research and innovation to

boost economic growth,
says a recent OECD report.

Despite open and flexible
markets and world-class

research, GDP per head still
lags behind the OECD
average, the report says.
New Zealand's situation

reflects its geographical
isolation, but also the small

size of many firms which
find it difficult to compete
in world markets. And

though the number of
researchers has been

growing fast in such smaller
firms, overall investment in

business R&D was still less

than a third of the OECD

average, the report found.

New Zealand should focus

on: promoting innovation
in the business sector;

and improving the
environment for innovation,
the effectiveness of

competitive research
funding, and the
governance of the
innovation system.

See "Chinese innovation",

page 19.
Order OECD Reviews of
Innovation Policy: New
Zealand al

www. oecdbookshop . org.

Farming subsidies ease

Government support to farmers
in OECD countries represented

27% of total farm receipts in
2006, a slight fall from the
29% share the previous year, says
a new OECD report. The drop
was due mainly to rising world
food prices rather than changes
in government subsidy policies,
as less aid was needed to prop up
domestic prices.

According to the OECD report,
Agricultural Policies in OECD
Countries: Monitoring and
Evaluation, subsidies to farmers

throughout the OECD remain
high, amounting to nearly
US$268 billion in 2006. Crop
and livestock prices in OECD

countries were on average

21% higher than world market

prices.

Subsidy levels vary widely across
the OECD-from 1% of farm

receipts in New Zealand to more

than 60% in Iceland, Norway,
Korea and Switzerland. In the EU,

farm receipts provided by
governments fell by a percentage
point to 32% in 2006. Support to
US farmers fell to 11% of farm

receipts last year from 16% in
2005.

Reducing agricultural subsidies
for farmers in developed
countries both lowers prices for
consumers and offers farmers in

developing countries fairer access
to world markets, the authors

argue. The EU's Single Payment
Scheme for farmers introduced

over the past two years is an
important step in reducing the
production and trade distortions

caused by high levels of support,
the report found.

See www.oecd.org/agr or email
agr. contact@oecd . org

New

reflections!

The unmistakable Château de

la Muette at OECD

headquarters in Paris is
reflected in the windows of the

new conference centre

expected to be open for
business in January 2008.
The OECD headquarters

renewal

project also
includes

renovation

of the 1922

château,

completed in
2005, and of

the mam

OECD office

building,
which is

expected to
re-open fully

in 2009. A French-American

team of architects SCAU

Macary, Menu & Delamain,
and Pei, Cobb, Freed &

Partners is leading the
project, which began in 2003.
For more information contact

observer@oecd.org.
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Gurria award

OECD Secretary-General Angel
Gurria has received the first ever

"Globalist of the Year" award from

the Canadian International Council

for his contribution to innovation in

global governance and international
affairs. The award was presented by
the CIC's chair, Co-CEO of Research

in Motion, Jim Balsillte. The CIC was

established earlier this year as a

partnership between the Canadian
Institute of International Affairs, the

Centre for International Governance

Innovation and the Munk Centre for

International Studies at the

University of Toronto, with a mission
to support studies tackling major
foreign policy issues in such areas as
energy, trade and arms control.

Accepting the award at a ceremony
in Toronto, Mr Gurria stressed his

determination to reinforce the

OECD's role as a hub for global
dialogue between governments,
business and civil society.

Faster EU progress urged

EU member states need to provide a fresh

impetus to clear the rules and red tape
which are stifling competition and blocking
cross-border trade and investment. This is a

key message in the OECD's first-ever
Economic Survey of the European Union,
published this autumn.

The services sector is the main weak spot in
the EU's internal market, the report finds.
The EU Services Directive, to be

implemented by end 2009, may help create
Europe-wide markets, but only if member

governments stop protecting service

providers from outside competition.

Competition could also be strengthened in

electricity, gas, télécoms, transport, ports,

postal services and other so-called network
industries. More competition in energy
markets in particular would be generated by

better linking national markets to create
regional markets or a pan-European one,

while networks should be separated from
generation and supply activities.

The report highlights good progress in

financial markets but calls for changes to
Europe's still fragmented banking
industry. The report also calls lor farm
support to be cut and made less market-

distorting. The reform of the Common
Agricultural Policy in 2003 was a step
forward, but the link between subsidies

and farm production needs to be broken
completely.

The first EU survey is timely because 2007
marks the 50th anniversary of the Treaty
of Rome. Most EU members are also

OECD members and by one estimate

around half of new national legislation is
driven or shaped by Brussels. The EU is

the world's biggest economy and the
biggest exporter.

For further commentary on the survey,
contact David.Rae@oecd.org. See the

report's summary and Policy Brief at
www.oecd.org/eco/surveys/eu. Order the

report at www.oecdbookshop.org

Economy Plus ça change

(continued from page 4)

In 2006 the total exports of goods
and services of the 30 OECD

countries amounted to US$9.5 trillion

($5.7 trillion lor the G7), while

imports were higher at $10.1 trillion
($6.4 trillion for the G7). Goods

accounted for 78% of OECD exports

of goods and services and 81 % of
imports. Exports of goods and
services m OECD countries, measured

in current US$, rose by a seasonally-

adjusted 3.9% quarter-on-quarter in
the first quarter of 2007 and imports

rose 3.5%. Year-on-year export growth

slowed to 12.5%, while import

growth eased to 10.1%.

The unemployment rate for
the OECD area was 5.4% in August
2007, the same as the previous month,

though 0.6 percentage point lower
than a year earlier. In the euro area, the
standarised rate was 6.9% in August
2007, also the same as the previous

month and 0.9 percentage point
lower than a year earlier. The US
rate was 4.7% in September 2007,

0.1 percentage point higher than
the previous month, and up
0.1 percentage point on a year earlier.

For more details and data on OECD

economic statistics, see:

www. oecd. org/std/newsreleases

"Investment in capital equipment may be

regarded as one immediate cause of

increased productivity. . .but the rise in

productivity depends on the new technology

that is built into capital equipment, and this

new technology is the result of research,

invention and development."

Prof. Ingvar Svennilson, "What makes an

economy grow? The new dimensions of

progress".

From OECD Observer Ho. 1 , November

1962

Observer
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India

Strong economic growth has given India's people much to smile about as their country
celebrated its 60th anniversary of independence this year. They could achieve much more
still, though changes would be needed.

A'C C A r lne st;roke of the midnight hour,
when the world sleeps, India will

-awake to life and freedom." So

said India's prime minister, Pandit Jawaharlal
Nehru, to mark the occasion of India's newly

won independence in August 1947. Nehru
would hardly have guessed that, half a
century later, the "world's largest democracy"
would also be among its leading economies.

For the first three decades following

independence, India struggled as the
impoverished economy notched up very
little growth at all, and it was only in the
last 20 years that real progress was made.
Nowadays India seems far more prosperous
and confident, with images of high-tech
parks, bustling cities and a vibrant culture
flitting across magazines and television
screens the world over. The question is how
robust has India's transformation really been?

The answer is mixed. Certainly, if national
income is adjusted for differences in
purchasing power between countries, then in
2006 India was the planet's third largest

economy after the US and China, accounting
for some 7% of the world's gross domestic
product.

The country's sheer size-over a billion
people-is a factor to bear in mind, but for
the authors of the OECD's first-ever Economic

Survey of India released this October, the
main reason behind this new economic

strength is clear: successive reforms since the
mid-1980s have loosened the state's grip on
whole areas of activity and brought in more
of the market. Trade and investment,

financial market regulation, industrial and
fiscal policies: all have been reformed to help
open up the economy and lift potential
output, now at an estimated annual pace of
8.5%.

To be sure, the reforms that began mostly in
the early 1990s could have been more
complete. The industrial licensing system, for
instance, which was relaxed to include just a
handful of sectors, such as alcohol, tobacco

and defence industries, might have been
extended to improve competition among

small-scale industries. And import tariffs,
despite successive reductions, are puckered
with derogations and remain relatively high
by ASEAN region standards.

Global economic buoyancy has no doubt
injected some dynamism into the economy.
On the other hand, India's overall share m

international trade is far lower than its share

in world GDP. Most of the export gains have
been in services, particularly those that are IT
related, including call centres, outsourced
insurance and business administration.

The main drivers of growth have come from
the domestic economy. Fixed investment has

boomed, with capital stock rising by some
7.5% a year, according to latest figures.
Perhaps the main contributor to demand has
been the boost in labour productivity. In fact,
productivity growth has outstripped ever)'
OECD country except Korea. Much of this
gain reflects capital deepening from
investment and improvements in human

capital formation, leading to higher efficiency
through gains in total factor productivity.
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Two changes in policy are noteworthy too:
fiscal consolidation has been addressed, with

a deficit target of 6% of GDP in 2008, low-
enough to bring down public debt. The
second is in financial markets. The pace of

Despite huge strides, GDP per

capita is still only around half

the level of Turkey.

liberalisation was slower than expected, but
bank interest rates are now only subject to
control in a few areas, such as savings
deposits and export credits, and there are far
more private banks than before, including
foreign ones.

The upshot of this reform has been a sharp
rise in India's incomes per head, by 7.5% per
year in recent years, compared with increases
ol around 1% per year in 1950-80. This
change in fortunes has led to real progress in
reducing poverty too, both nationally and
within individual states. Indeed, by some
measures, there was a fall of 8% in the

absolute number of people living below the
poverty line in 1999-2004 alone, the first fall

over such a period since independence.
Reasons for this decline probably include
lower relative food prices and a better

employment performance-employment
growth finally began to outstrip population
growth since 1999.

India's gains show up in other well-being
indicators too: in the infant mortality rate,
which fell to 55.5/1,000 in 2005 from

77.3 in 1992; and a rise in electricity supply
to households, as well as piped drinking
water and toilet access. However, these are

still short ol the internationally agreed
Millennium Development Goals.

The economic and social gains are huge
strides, but GDP per capita is still only
around $3,500 in purchasing power parity
terms. That is less than half the level of

Turkey and a third the level of Mexico.
India's richer states have seen most of the

progress, and there has been some increase

in inequality between urban and rural areas.
Moreover, the north has seen slower income

growth than the south or west, and in six
states, which together account for 40% of
India's population, incomes per head have

grown by just 2.5% per year, with poverty
numbers showing little improvement in
recent years. In fact, there was a rise in
poverty rates in some states, such as Haryana
and Rajaslhan.

Still, the authors of the India economic

survey are confident that the potential for
further catch-up in productivity is large. After
all, it remains at just 75% the level of China.
Also, a rising higher share of workers in the
total population and a fall in the dependency
ratio point to stronger GDP per capita

through a demographic dividend. A more
vigorous reform agenda over the next five

Major potential
Growth of potential GDP per capita over the longer term
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years would likely raise GDP growth to over
9.5%. And if a potential incomes growth of
about 8.5% were sustained, then average
incomes would more than double in a

decade.

To achieve this, the new India economic

survey examines several areas for action:

easing regulations in product and service
markets, which are more restrictive than in a

typical OECD country, even in farming;
removing barriers to employment for larger
firms in particular; and making the financial
system more efficient, notably by reducing
the high state ownership of bank assets.

Policy would encourage more growth in the
economy if it ironed out remaining tax
distortions and loopholes, while fiscal
management between individual states and

the centre could be tightened up, in part to
limit state borrowing and also to improve
public services in poorer regions.

Indeed, infrastructure generally could do
with more investment. Growth in the capital
stock in public utilities, such as electricity,
lags well behind that of other fast-growing
Asian countries, and an additional annual

investment of 1.7% of GDP would be

required to close the gap. As for roads,
investment of around 0.4% of GDP would

need to be raised to over 3% just to match
neighbouring China's effort.

Fiscal constraints are forcing the government
to turn to private suppliers to help bridge
these gaps and with reason. After all, private
companies have already transformed India's
telecommunications, improved the
productivity of its maritime ports and
succeeded in reinvigoraling the aviation
market.

Indeed, the authors believe India could do

with a bigger dose of pnvatisation more
generally. True, there has been some success

in privatising at the state level, but m
general, privatisations have tended to be

partial. These have improved productivity
and profitability, but their overall effect on
competition has been negative, with
political influence still cramping corporate
decision-making. Other than lull

privatisation, the report pragmatically
suggests that at least public sector
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Where the jobs are
Organised and unorganised sector employment in industry
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enterprises should be brought under the
control of less bureaucratic investment

agencies, as occurs in OECD countries.

The India report sees several areas in the

economy where competition could be
improved, such as in farming, by relaxing
price controls, and in road transport, where
entry to the market is far too restrictive.
Market exit is also a formidable problem in
India, with rehabilitation procedures
painfully prolonging the life of ailing firms.
Some reforms are in the pipeline to ease
this, but the report nonetheless encourages
the government to adopt international
bankruptcy standards.

The labour market also requires policy
reform. Employment has risen for five of the
last six years, both in manufacturing and in
services. The trouble for industry is that
most of the increases have occurred in the

least productive, often informal, parts of the
economy. The organised formal sector has in
fact lost employment, by about 1% per year.
One reason is labour laws, which are more

stringent for regular contracts in the formal
sector than in most OECD countries. For

dismissing staff, India's stance is particularly
onerous, with long authorisation delays
affecting plants of over 100 workers.
Employment protection legislation (EPL) is
therefore costly, leading larger firms to invest
in labour-replacing capital, and dissuading
small firms from growing any bigger.

There is a way forward though. According to
a new OECD index developed for the survey,
labour market reform has lagged at the state-
level in particular; from factory and shops
refonns, to filing returns and labour
contracts, a score of changes that could be
introduced administratively have not been
brought through. The most pressing need is
to reduce the cost of formal employment,
and the government could start by
simplifying antiquated (often colonial era)
provisions. At the same time, they must
introduce more fairness in EPL for the

treatment of female workers, scheduled castes

and migrant workers from other states.

Education, education, education

In the early 1950s some four fifths of the
population were illiterate; today that figure
has dropped to a third, and many of those
are older people. In fact, fewer than 10% of
urban and rural 5 to 14-year-old pupils are
illiterate.

Improving education is obviously essential
for enhancing economic perfonnance, and
India faces some rudimentary challenges at
every level. For instance, attendance and

completion rates will have to be boosted,
since some 7 million children missed

primary school in 2006. Improving the
quality of learning is also important, though
the absence of teachers from smaller schools

does not help. A wider use of contract-based
teachers could be a way forward, the authors
suggest, while closer monitoring, including

the use of cameras, has also brought
promising results.

Allowing more private education may also

help. A fifth of primary school pupils in
rural areas are enrolled in private schools,
with better average class performance.
Almost 60% of upper secondary schools are
private or grant-aided. However, to prevent
inequalities from widening further,
expanding private schools would require
some type of portability of public funding,
such as vouchers or scholarships for lower-

income groups.

Such measures would also assist secondary
schools, whose graduation rates must also be
raised, not least for the sake of higher
education and competing in today's global
knowledge economy In fact, though there

are well over 10 million tertiary students
in India, the tertiary enrolment rate is just
13% of all 18-23 year olds, compared with
18% in other developing countries. And

while nearly a tenth of 25 to 29-year-olds

A fifth of primary school pupils in

rural areas are enrolled in private

schools, with better average class

performance.

had degrees by 200 1 , quality is mixed.
Expanding higher education will be costly,
and some student fees, backed up by
appropnate loans, should be considered, the

report says, alongside encouraging more
competition between public and private
institutions to improve scholarship and
boost R&D.

Another suggestion for policy action
discussed in the report is to strengthen
urban local government in a bid to boost
local services such as education, and

stimulate urbanisation by freeing up
property markets held back by poor
land title records and other historical

arrangements. Stronger local government
could also help meet environmental

challenges, such as deadly air and water
pollution. One official report estimated
that 14% of water samples in Mumbai
were infected by bacteria, and tied the
contamination of domestic water supplies to
the fact that the stalf tasked with disinfecting
the water simply lacked the knowledge
needed to do the job properly.

This serves as a reminder that while India's

people have been celebrating independence
with an enormous sense of satisfaction, their

vast economy retains many features of a
developing country. But as the new OECD
India report indicates, with the right reforms,
that status could change too. R/C

References
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Future of the Internet

Towards a better future
Susanne Huttner, OECD Director for Science, Technology and Industry

Can you remember life before
the Internet? Though quite a
new technology, already a
world without the web has

become as unthinkable for

many of us as a world
without telephones. But what
of the future? Can the

benefits of this extraordinary
technology be multiplied, and
how can the thornier

challenges be met?

The Future of the Internet

Economy will be the subject
of the first OECD ministerial

meeting ever to be hosted in
Asia. Taking place 17-18 June
2008 in Seoul, Korea, it will

examine the implications of
the rapid growth in the use of
the Internet for our

economies and societies and

the policies needed for
continued growth.

How times have changed since the
OECD convened its first-ever

ministerial conference on

e-commerce in Ottawa, Canada, in 1998.

Then, the Internet was only just

becoming mainstream, and that meeting
tried to make sense of it all. Strategic
direction was given to policies in many
areas that still concern us today, such as
access, privacy, taxation and consumer
protection, directions that have been

instrumental in nurturing online activity
and helping to make it a part of our
daily lives.

But a great deal of "Internet time" has
passed since that Ottawa meeting. Back
then, Google was a month old, and was
still operating in a garage with just three
employees. Amazon and eBay were
fledgling ventures, but have since gone on
to become successful mainstream

companies. And in the last few years, new
services, such as lTunes, Skype and
YouTube, have become part of the daily
vocabulary of millions of people around
the world.

e Underneath, the networks infrastructure
a

s. has also fundamentally transformed in the

j? last decade. Dial-up Internet access has
I given way to always-on broadband

technology. Moreover, users are accessing
the Internet via all manner of wireless

devices, from laptops to mobile phones.
Along the way, communications became
the fastest-growing part of household
expenditure since 1993, even faster than
health and education.

Millions of people now use the Internet
for everything from doing homework to
buying books, or playing or downloading
games, music and movies. Levels of user
participation and publication on the
Internet have also surged, from blogs,
podcasts and interactive wikis that anyone
can modify, through to services for sharing
photos and video clips, such as Flickr and
Daily Motion. Social networking sites such
as Bebo, Facebook and MySpace represent

another rapidly developing frontier of
communication.

What is perhaps less apparent is that
Internet-based applications underlie
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major advances in science, business
organisation, environmental monitoring,
transport management, education and

e-government. Nowadays, without
the Internet, planes would not fly,
financial markets would not operate,
supermarkets would not restock, taxes
would not get paid and the power grid
would not balance the supply and
demand for electricity.

This reflects our increasing reliance on
the Internet for business and social

activity, including health and education.
Indeed, looking lor information on
health is becoming one of the most
frequent uses of the Internet. In 2006,
no less than 40% of adults in Finland,

Iceland and the Netherlands turned to

The network of networks will

continue to reach further

into our daily lives and into
other infrastructures which we

rely on.

the web for information about health, as

did over 30% in Canada, Norway and
Germany, to identify symptoms,
understand their prescriptions, and so
on. In 2005, in the Czech Republic,

almost 80% of hospitals offered online
consulting via emails to their patients.

There is every reason to think that in the
future, the network of networks will

continue to reach further into our daily
lives and into other infrastructures which

we rely on. Whereas the Internet now

connects just over a billion people, in the
future it will potentially connect many
billions of objects, from refrigerators to
recycling bins.

Radio-frequency identification (RFID) and
sensor-based networks, for example, can
potentially be used to track and trace
everything, from what is in our shopping
baskets to checking the water quality of
our reservoirs. All of this information

will be tied together by the Internet.
Transportation is set to be transformed
as cars and trucks are fitted with

communication technology enabling the
provision of traffic warnings, roadside
services, route prioritisation and even
information about movements or distance

between nearby vehicles to enhance

safety, for instance.

Information technology has the potential
to meet some of our most pressing needs,
such as in helping health systems improve
quality, accessibility and outcomes, all the
while becoming more cost-effective. It can
also help policymakers address issues
such as medical error.

The creativity and innovation being
fostered across a range of areas is
impressive, but so too are the daunting
challenges for privacy and security in an
Internet-centric world. For just as all new

technologies have downsides, so too does
the Internet, though in this case, the
ramifications are particularly serious.
Indeed, the Internet is the scene of

Broader rouge
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increasingly severe and sophisticated
attacks against consumers, business and
government. There is the recent rise of
"botnets", for instance, which are

networks of compromised computers that
can be used to launch cyber attacks on
other computers and networks. Fending
off these and other types of attacks and
preventing widespread disruption
demand increasing co-operation between
all stakeholders, and action across several

different policy domains, including
education, law enforcement and the

technical community. Furthermore, this
co-operation must occur at the global
level.

In a nutshell, what we will discuss at the

June 2008 ministerial meeting in Seoul is
how to continue to make improved
infrastructure and services available,

encourage the creativity and innovation
necessary to ensure economic growth and
secure the future of this now critical

iNew spending priorities
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infrastructure and the services it

generates.

Nowadays it is difficult to think of a
policy domain that is not affected by the
Internet. An obvious example is the
need for regulatory reform for
communication networks, or the many

considerations surrounding drgital
content. Whereas separate and distinct
networks (data, video, telephony) once

provided critical communication
functions, these infrastructures are now

converging towards the Internet. These
changes cut across and challenge legal
and regulatory frameworks born of a less
blurry era of telecommunication and
broadcasting. They may disrupt many
existing business models in areas such as
media and content production, but they
also create enormous opportunities for
innovation and growth, as companies

like Apple, Salesforce.com, Electronic
Arts, eBay and Google have all shown.
New opportunities can also arise from
more efficient delivery of government
services, greater access to public sector
or cultural activities, and new ways of
scientific collaboration.

This makes the future of the Internet all

the more critical for policymakers too.
Whether in addressing ageing societies,
climate change and environmental
management, energy efficiency, business,
poverty reduction, conservation or
healthcare, the implications lor
economic and social activities have

simply become more far-reaching and
profound than many imagined possible.
And now our expectations of the
Internet and what it can deliver are

higher than ever and are likely to go on
growing.

Take radio frequency identification and
sensor networks, for instance. These

hold the promise of improving supply
chain and logistics management,

tracking and tracing everything from
airline luggage to patient care in

hospitals or homes. Are we ready lor
this? Are the right incentives, measures
and policies in place to assure the
potential is realised, without interfering
with individual liberties?

Clearly, policies need to be carefully
crafted and co-ordinated to guide the

future of the Internet economy
Moreover, as the Internet is a global
good, no policy discussion will go far
without discussion at the broadest

international level.

In Ottawa, ministers laid the ground for
a decade of policies which have proven
remarkably successful despite many
tests, whose severity was largely
unforeseen at the time, from spam to
fraud and piracy. Our mission ten years
later as we prejiare the road to Seoul
remains largely the same and reflects the
OECD's own raison detre: to forge a
collective vision of a belter future

economy and society for the entire
world. And that inevitably demands a
vision for the future of the Internet and

The road to Seoul

The agenda for next June's ministerial
conference on The Future of the Internet

Economy is taking shape. It will be built
around three themes.

The first theme is "fuelling creativity".
Discussions at the meeting will ask how
to: ensure that the appropriate
infrastructures and frameworks are in

place to encourage research, enable
innovation and underpin new co¬
operative models for growth and
employment; provide maximum access to
public sector information and content
and its re-use by the private sector; and
enhance the value of e-science in

innovation policy and in the OECD's
innovation strategy.

"Building confidence" is the second
theme. The Internet cannot expand
without the public's confidence in it.
Governments need to work collectively

to formulate effective practices and
policies to ensure the security of the
Internet and of critical information

infrastructures, that will include

combating malicious software commonly
known as "malware". The conference

the policy frameworks required to
support it. Realising this vision over the
coming years will, more than ever,
require everyone's action and
preparedness. After all, who knows what
the next opportunities and challenges
will be?
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will also consider policies to empower
consumers online, to ensure fair mobile

commerce transactions, and to combat

fraud. How to protect and manage
digital identities will also absorb
attention, as will discussions on stepping

up multi-stakeholder, cross-border co¬
operation for privacy, security and
consumer protection.

The third theme of the conference is

"benefiting from convergence". Once-
separate network platforms for data, voice
and video are converging to a single
platform based on the Internet protocol.
This is resulting in a range of new
services, re-evaluation of business models

and changing levels of competition in
formerly distinct markets. Policymakers
must therefore consider several issues,

such as: overarching principles needed
for convergence and the transition to the
generation of high speed networks;
guidance to help consumers navigate the
transition towards a converged network
while stimulating competition; plus
opportunities and challenges.

For more information over the coming

months, please visit
www.oecd.org/futureinternet or
www. oecdmimsterialseoul2 008 . ore
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More than meets "the eye

How big is space really? The industry is relatively small,
but its economic and strategic importance may be as
boundless as space itself.
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When Russia launched the

first-ever satellite into space
50 years ago on 4 October 1957,

it was an event that won worldwide

admiration. There was some trepidation too.
With the Second World War barely over a

decade earlier and the Cold War in deep
freeze, West Europeans were understandably

a little nervous at the thought of Soviet
"Sputnik" satellites floating over their
territories. As an article in the French daily

Le Monde pointed out on 6-7 October 1957,
Sputnik- 1 had been launched without prior
warning, and that despite the reasonably
large distance in terms of kilometres, a space
satellite was never really very far away
However, the paper urged calm, saying that
the exploit deserved everyone's admiration,
and "only a pessimistic writer of fiction
would imagine this inoffensive flying object
could possibly be a spying robot or that it
carried a nuclear warhead".

Less than five years later Russia put the
first man into orbit, and some eight years
later again, the US astronaut Neil
Armstrong became the first man to walk
on the moon. People from several different
countries, including France, Japan and the
UK, have since been into orbit on board

Russian or US craft, but apart from Russia
and the US, no other country had sent

their own manned flight into orbit, until
China in 2003. However, that is not to say
there has been a lack of interest in space.

On the contrary, space is a thriving
strategic business. Apart from Russia, the
US and Europe, and more recently Japan,
China and India, there has been a wave of

new interest from the likes of Korea,

Turkey and Nigeria. Several countries have
stakes in satellites now in orbit that carry
scientific, broadcasting and observation
technology. And there have been a lew
wealthy space tourists too.

Why all this attention to space? Is it a
quest for new resources and wealth, or
human instinct to explore the final
frontier? To judge from a new OECD

report, The Space Economy at a Glance,
the short answer is both.

People are drawn by the unique promise
of space technologies themselves, Irom

information dissemination and

broadcasting to planet surveillance
technology, as well as the prospect ol

building skills and know-how. There is
also the fact that space is already becoming
an essential dimension of the world

economy. Space activities have reached
such a maturity that many applications are

now fully pervasive in citizens' daily lives.
Consider telecommunications, bank cash

There are some 940 satellites

operating in orbit, with a

replacement value of about
$170-230 billion.

machines, meteorology stock markets,
transport control and shipping, etc. In this
context, the requirements of the final
users, many of whom have no direct
connection with the space community as
such, increasingly drive new systems and

innovation, giving rise to a new utilitarian
or pragmatic vision of space activity.

Though space applications are increasingly
important in everyday life, the space
industry itself is small compared to other
manufactunng sectors. However, its
dynamism in terms of innovation and
R&D, and its strategic significance, give it
importance beyond its size. The orbital
infrastructure of communications, precision
timing, earth observation and navigation
satellites that is the fruit of decades of

civilian and military research and

development would never have developed
were it not for the efficient infrastructure on

the ground. From manufactunng to satellite
relays, space and earth are stitched together
in the same whole infrastructure. In other

words, if policymakers are serious about
being in space, they must also look after
research and development.

According to The Space Economy at a
Glance, the total OECD public space

budget came to about US$45 billion in
2005, and has been growing: the US
budget in 2006 was five times higher than
in 2001 and accounted for 81% of the

total. In Europe, France, Italy and
Germany accounted for three-quarters of
the European space budget of some

$6 billion in 2005. Next came China's with

an estimated $1.5 billion. Russia's budget
of $647 million actually trailed that of
India, whose budget stood at $714 million
in PPP dollars.

Indeed, R&D is one of the main users of

public budgets, for which government
appropriations and outlays came to some
$16.4 billion in 2004. The US accounted

for some $10.6 billion, while non-G7

countries such as the Netherlands and

Spain contributed as much as, say, the UK.

All that R&D makes the space sector
labour intensive, though it is not a huge
employer in absolute terms: less than
30,000 jobs for the European
manufacturing sector in 2006, compared
with about twice that figure for the US, or
some 0.5% of total manufacturing
employment there.

So is there a return on all that investment

in grey matter, technology and deployment
in space? That depends. First of all,
satellites are assets with strategic and
economic value. There are some

940 satellites operating in orbit, two-thirds
of which are for communications. These

have a replacement value of about
$170-230 billion; the stock value of earth-

observation satellites launched in 2006

alone-considered to be a busy year-was at
least $3.2 billion.

Aerospace output
Billon current US$ PPP, OECD countries* 2003
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* For more countries, see The Space Economy at a Glanceoi Statlink.
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All of this has several direct policy
implications, such as how to manage
traffic and debris as satellites come to

the end of their relatively short lives.
Over 10,000 objects, including launch
parts, demonstrators and probes, have
found their way into space since the year
Sputnik-1 was launched in 1957. The

traffic will go on rising, as more satellites
are launched by new space players,
often taking advantage of smaller more
affordable satellites on the market.

Standard western satellites can cost in

the $200-400 million range, whereas
these cheaper models can cost as little
as $20 million.

Beyond asset values however, revenue
from space industries per se have not
been astronomical of late, given high
costs and intense competition at the
margin. Worldwide satellite and

launchers manufacturing industry
revenues, for instance, came to some
$35 billion in 2005. Launch and satellite

lines of business have not fared well,

with highest productivity being in the
manufacture of ground-based
equipment.

On the services side, earnings in
broadcasting and telecommunications
have been strong, with broadcasting in
particular making some $49 billion in
2006. Other space-related services,
particularly earth observation, have
fared less well.

Another aspect is international trade
in space products, of which G7
countries account for 90% of exports. A
full picture is not easy to compile, given
that many components of space systems
are considered sensitive, such as missrle

technologies, and are either not exported
or exchanged under strict technology
transfer regimes. What we do know
shows that in 2004 exports were

valued at $3.7 billion. Most

of this ($2.4 billion) was in

balloons, dirigibles and

other spacecraft widgets, with
1.3 billion m satellites, suborbital

and spacecraft launch vehicles. What
ajscrseems clear is that exports have

^"ialleh sharply since 1998, reflecting the
mood of the business overall in recent

years.

Still, there are signs of renewed interest
in space, including at high political level.

Countries tend to develop their space
programmes to pursue their own

strategic, economic and prestige interests.
But in this early 21st century, national
space efforts are increasingly being
co-ordinated internationally. High cost is
one reason for this, which adds to the

need to avoid duplicating resources.
Another is the growing demand for data
covering several countries and

populations, such as meteorological and
security observation.

Investment m space relies on partnership
between the public and private sectors.

Governments tend to set the parameters
and submit orders, while businesses

invest in everything from launchers to
technological components. They are the
key innovators.

The fusion ol information technologies,
nanotechnologies and computing power
is in fact a driver behind the renewed

interest in the space business, opening up
promising opportunities and the prospect
ol more affordable, accessible "next

generation" space equipment. Family
space cars may still be science fiction, but
this wave of interest from new players is
driving up competition and opening up
the industry.

But ultimately, space is also about science
and exploration too-whether to obtain
deep space images from the Hubble
telescope, or to land spacecrafts on the
surface of Titan, Saturn's moon, or on

asteroids as the spacecraft NEAR (Near
Earth Asteroid Rendezvous) did on Eros,

or whether to send probes to Pluto and

Jupiter. The goal of most space agencies
is knowledge itself. Scientists and the

public are driven by a yearning to
understand our planet, the universe,
about how life has evolved and can be

sustained.

The human craving for space exploration
and scientific pursuit that characterised
expeditions in the aftermath of Sputnik-1
four decades ago will never go away, but
it is the mundane economic imperative
of having to supply and manage efficient
space-based utilities that will also drive
thinking and budgets over the coming
years. With the right mix of policies, the
space industry will continue to look

forward to a bright future. R/C

To boldly go: In 2002 an OECD

International Futures Programme (IFP)

project took off to explore the economic

importance of space technologies. Some

25 organisations from both public and

private sectors participated, using a

broad socio-economic approach to

identify trends, policies, and so on. Since

then, the OECD has acted on requests

from several governmental agencies and

industry players for better, more

accessible data, and in February 2006

launched a three-year enterprise called

the Global Forum on Space Economics.

The Space Economy at a Glance, the first-
ever OECD statistical overview of the

emerging space economy released in

autumn 2007, is the fruit of this

collaboration.
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The great 20th century sinologist, Joseph Needham, once drew up
a list of 24 technical innovations brought from China to the West.
They ranged from gunpowder and the wheelbarrow to printing,

cast iron, the magnetic compass and the chain suspension bridge. By
1600 the torch of innovation had passed to the West. Could it now be
returning? In 2003 China became the third nation to put a man into
space, and has busily launched satellites since. On the ground,
communications companies such as Huawei and ZTE now compete
head-on with the likes of Ericsson and Nokia.

Against this background, it is no wonder that China is one of the world's
largest investors in research and development. Spending on R&D has
climbed by 19% per year since 1995 to reach US$30 billion in 2005,
putting China sixth in world ranking. That is at cmrent exchange rates;
if these were adjusted for purchasing power parity between different
countries, then China would rank third!

China

More fundamentally, there is a difference between being a leader in R&D
and leading a truly innovative, modem society It is a gap China must
now bridge.

The reasons are simple. China's remarkable economic resurgence has made
it one of the largest economies in the world, but its momentum cannot be
sustained without destabilising the "harmonious society" promulgated by
the nation's leaders. Already there are signs of strain on natural resources
and massive migration to cities, with deep inequalities between the
provinces and between urban and rural populations. It is largely because
of such pressures that the Chinese authorities are turning towards
innovation, both to address the problems that rapid economic progress
generates and to raise the economy higher up the value chain towards a
more sustainable growth model. China needs innovation more than ever.

In a nutshell, basic research is the bedrock of innovation and the

authorities must strike a better balance between this reality and their
policy emphasis on investment-intensive high-technology output.
Between the early 1990s and 2005, the country's high-technology
exports ballooned from 5% to 30% of the total, mostly in television,
radio and communications equipment, and office machinery. In the
main, these are low value-added activities led mostly by firms
outsourcing from OECD countries. Technology and management skills
did not spill over widely or deeply enough into local firms, partly
because China lacked the innovation system to allow this transfer to take
place. The TV screens got bigger and flatter, but the picture for Chinese
industry innovation did not greatly improve.

Not that transfers of knowledge and technology are not important, they
are. That is one reason why the Chinese now insist on knowledge
sharing as part of major new inward investment contracts, in aviation
and energy for instance. However, the full benefit can only be tapped by
improving underlying systemic issues and rebuilding China's innovation
infrastructure. This demands a patient and coherent long-term strategy.

Part of China's innovation stodginess reflects history: the Chinese R&D
system has evolved from a Soviet-style mission approach, slowing the
transition to a more market-led approach. Geography is also a factor,
with many pockets of excellence living separate lives-more an
archipelago than an interlinked whole. A glance at the map also reveals
that the hot spots of innovation lie along the east coast. In bleak contrast
stands the number of R&D facilities in the western and central

provinces. Again, history comes in to play, since many of these sites were
chosen during the Cold War because their remoteness from busy
economic hubs was considered as a "third frontier" in defending Chinese
intelligence.

However, according to a new report examining Chinese innovation,
some of this progress flatters to deceive: R&D spending is still low as a
share of GDP per capita and far lower than the OECD average. Consider
also the number of researchers in China, which while second in the

world only to the US, is still very low for China compared to OECD
countries, given the size of the country's labour force. Chinese
researchers may have contributed 6.5% of research articles to scientific
publications in 2004, up from just 2% a decade earlier, and are second
after the US in nanotechnology research publishing, for instance, but
their innovation system still shoots below potential.

Today they reflect China's uneven economic growth. In the central
Yunnan and Guizhou provinces, where GDP per capita is well below
average, R&D expenditures were as low as 0.7% and 0.5% respectively
of the national total, whereas in Beijing, where GDP per capita exceeds
$2,500, the R&D share stands at over 16%. Rebalancing this would not
only help innovation but, as the authorities emphasise, society's
harmoniousness too.

Then there is the job of ironing out inefficiencies within the R&D centres
themselves, particularly in traditional state-owned enterprises. Rather
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than running them from the top down by
issuing bureaucratic instructions, the
authorities would do well to allow more

market-oriented innovators to grow. In a
modern innovation system, the government
can still influence research by becoming a
major client of R&D, as in the US for instance,
but it must also get the enabling infrastructure
right.

Those innovative "islands" have to be linked

together for a start, and the gates of thousands
of science and technology parks opened up
through the promotion of networks for
sharing human and capital resources. A
greater national and regional concordance
would avoid wasteful research duplication,
such as by issuing guidelines or creating an
independent co-ordinating agency The
authorities could inspire themselves from
OECD-style "competence centres" for
long-term co-ordination between public
research organisations, businesses and
universities.

The role of universities needs attention, too.

These account for a tenth of S&T firms and

apply for a fifth of total patents, but since
2000, enrolments for science and engineering
degrees have fallen. Populations are ageing,
and without action, fewer science graduates
could eventually handicap China's position on
the R&D scene.

Underlying all of this are the institutional
props of R&D, from banks and legal
frameworks to industry/university interfaces,
which must be updated to cater for an
evolving market-based innovation
environment. It is about coaxing more small
and medium-sized firms to invest in

innovation, about better corporate governance
so that managers rather than political masters
lead their own research, and it is about

providing secure environments for scientific
entrepreneurs to operate in.

Safeguarding intellectual property rights is the
soft belly here. China is well in line with
international regulations as a signatory of
TRIPS (the Agreement on Trade-Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights), but
despite clearer and tighter regulation,
infringement still dogs the system. The
difficulty is enforcement. This discourages
domestic investors as much as investors from

abroad. Worse, IPR infringement poses health
and safety nsks for consumers, and damages
the reputation of Chinese firms. The
government, as well as the Chinese Patent
Office, is toughening up on IPR, though fixing
the system will take time and effort.

For many historians and scientists, what
makes Chinese civilisation so brilliant is that it

had "another way" of doing science.
According to Joseph Needham, Chinese
innovators simply did not translate their

knowledge into mathematics. This left them
remote from ensuing scientific dialogue.
Whether or not this is true, the global
economy has now changed and so has China.
In the end, the Chinese are set to reinforce the
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country's innovative capabilities both by trying
out their own approach and looking to
advanced OECD countries for inspiration. If
the underlying systemic shortfalls are also
corrected, then China may soon be m a
position not only to push to the heart of
scientific discussion, but to lead the world to

new frontiers of knowledge as well. RfC/LT
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Giving
nqwïed
or Tree

Jan Hylén and Tom Schuller*

Open educational resources are expanding on the Internet, with many courses and
materials now available free of charge. But can knowledge really be given away for free?
A closer look shows several challenges.

E
£ C, I ducation over the Internet

is going to be so big it is
1 going to make e-mail

usage look like a rounding error." So
remarked Cisco's chief, John Chambers,
in an article in The New York Times

in 1999. But even the boss of a

company that produces technology for
the Internet might not have guessed

just how large e-education would
become.

The Internet has always been about
reach and access to information, and

nowadays formal education is harnessing
the web to provide coursework and
bring in more students. In fact, more
and more institutions and individuals

are sharing digital learning resources
over the Internet openly and without
charge. Called open ducational
resources (OER), anyone with Internet
access can download teaching materials

from many universities around the
world.

Could OER be a new form of global
commons that will change how
education is delivered? A new report,
Giving Knowledge for Free, from the
OECD's Centre for Educational

Research and Innovation (CERI),

suggests this is a strong possibility,
and sees several implications.

Giving Knowledge for Free** defines
open educational resources as "digitised
materials offered freely and openly for
educators, students and self-learners to

use and re-use for teaching, learning
and research". Learning content is put
online with meta tagging for online
searchability, whether full courseware
or shorter, broken down chunks of

courses known as learning objects. This
content may involve websites, text files,

images, sound or videos in digital
format. Some are issued only for use in
a specific course, and others are open
for adaptation and reuse in other
courses.

The benefits of OER are several. For a

start, they can expand access to
learning for everyone, not least for non-
traditional groups of students-older
people for instance, and those from
disadvantaged backgrounds-and thus
widen participation in higher
education. They can be an efficient way
of promoting lifelong learning, bridging
the divides between non-formal,

informal and formal learning. And they
can be an asset for expanding education
in developing countries too. In short,
they offer a radically new approach to
the sharing of knowledge, at a time
when effective use of knowledge is
accepted as the key to economic
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success, for both individuals, firms and

whole countries.

OER is expanding fast. Our research
shows over 3,000 open courseware
systems are now available from over
300 universities worldwide. Leading
universities such as the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology (MIT) have
placed their teaching materials on-line,
with as yet no charge for accessing them
(see http://ocw.mit.edu/index.html). A

consortium of top Japanese universities
has followed suit. In repositories such
as MERLOT (Multimedia Educational

Resource for Learning and Online
Teaching), Connexions and
OpenLearn, there are hundreds of
thousands of pieces of content
representing thousands of learning
hours, which are all freely available.
They offer the chance to exploit new
broadband capabilities, improved
technologies for creating and
distributing content, and greater
interactivity.

OER affects the way courses are taught
and assessed. Teachers, students and

others can compare curricula. OER is
likely to accelerate changes in the
traditional relationship between
teaching and learning, for instance,
with the teachers' role shifting away
from setting reading lists for the class
towards offering guidance on OER and
helping students navigate and select
reading from online courseware.

Technology makes it possible to
multiply and distribute content at

seemingly little or no cost. Having
tapped much of the early "free" supply
ol material, OER is now running up
against rules and charges emanating
from traditional intellectual property
rights. But many legal restrictions on
the reuse of copyright material that
were in many cases drawn up for a
print publishing world seem ill-
adapted to the needs of OER. They
may appear to protect publishers and
authors in particular countries, but can
stifle progress, as well as frustrate
research in today's e-educational
environment. What can be done?

One approach that academics around
the world have started to adopt is a
generic licence that gives broad
copyright permission in advance.
Probably the best known of these is the
Creative Commons licence, by which
authors, scientists, artists and

educators can issue supple copyright
terms to their work, as to reuse,

citation, commercial use and so on

(see www.creativecommons.org). The
rights are easy to understand and as
well as increasing visibility and usage
of work, are believed to have led to

higher sales of printed journals and
books in some cases. In other words,

far from killing the goose, innovative
licensing can be the harbinger of new
business models for authors,
disseminators and educators. Little

wonder some 100 million such

licences have been issued in less than

five years.

OER offers exciting prospects. But the
movement has three important
challenges for the future. First, there is
the issue of quality control-who will
ensure that the material is relevant and

Our research shows over

3,000 open courseware systems
are now available from over

300 universities worldwide.

accurate? A second issue concerns

intellectual property rights: can current
laws keep up with the growth of OER?
And third, can these innovations

underpinning open education resources
be developed without support from
charitable foundations or the public
purse?

Based on these challenges, we highlight
four action points:

1. University managers need to
ponder whether they can afford to do
nothing. Higher education
institutions should develop an
information technology strategy to
cover the opportunities and risks
posed by the emergence of OER.

2. Countries should identify how

OER can be used to bolster lifelong
learning, since clearly it can make an
important contribution to a
diversified supply of learning
resources, and thus individualisation

of the educational process.

3. The existing copyright regimes
should be reviewed to allow greater
sharing of knowledge while
addressing issues of production cost,
authorship and so on. This means at

least a neutral policy that strikes a
balance between commercial or

financial interests with those of OER.

Wherever possible, reasonable open
standards should be preferred and
open source software licensing
employed.

4. Technical issues must be overcome,
and the aim should be for

compatibility, with some
harmonisation of technical standards

between different users and countries.

There is little doubt that open
education resources hold potential. Its
sustained growth will require strong
and innovative government policies
which CERl's work into digital learning
resources will support.

*Jan Hylén was an analyst at the OECD's
Centre for Educational Research and

Innovation, and is now at Metamatrix, a

Stockholm consultancy. Tom Schuller is head of
CERI.

**The authors would like to acknowledge the

Hewlett Foundation, which helped fund the
study. The Hewlett Foundation has been a

major supporter of OER internationally. In the
spirit of the Scottish philanthropist Andrew
Carnegie's support for public libraries in the
19th century, the foundation sees its ambition
as one of helping narrow the so-called "digital
divide" between rich and poor countries.
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Can the world be

over-educated?
Barbara Ischinger, OECD Director for Education

Third-level education brings many benefits, and not just for
the most educated.

Higher education has expanded
greatly in OECD countries in the
past few decades, and the result as

expected has been a rise in the number of

graduates. But has the increasing supply of
well-educated labour been matched by the
creation of an equivalent number of high-
paying jobs? Or will more and more people
with university degrees simply have to
work for the minimum wage?

In most OECD countries, between 7 and

27% of 55 to 64-year-olds (adults who
entered the workforce in the 1960s and early
1970s) have completed tertiary-level
education.

However, in Canada and the US that figure is
over 30%. Among younger adults aged 25 to
34, at least 30% have obtained tertiary
qualifications m a score of OECD countnes,
with 40% or more in six others-Belgium,
Denmark, Ireland, Japan, Norway and
Spain-and over 50% in Canada and Korea.

By 2005 some 32% of all age groups in the
OECD area had attained tertiary education.
Much of this growth has come from periods
of rapid, policy-driven expansion in countries
such as Korea, Ireland and Spain, which more
than doubled the proportion of tertiary
graduates entering the workforce between the
late 1970s and the late 1990s from initially
low levels. In the US and Germany the
proportion remained largely unchanged,

albeit with relatively high levels in the US and
comparatively low levels in Germany

Not surprisingly, in many countries there has

been a significant growth of jobs and
industries in sectors dependent on a more
skilled workforce. However, the question
remains-what will be the effect of increasing
the supply of the well-educated on the labour
market? Some of the new graduates will likely
end up doing jobs that do not require
graduate skills. And they may obtain these
jobs at the expense of less highly qualified
workers.

This crowding out is not only associated with
a relative rise in unemployment among people
with low qualifications, but also a possible
reduction in the pay premium associated with
tertiary qualifications, as a rise in graduate
supply outstrips any rise in demand for
graduate skills.

Thanks to insightful new data, this year's
Education at a Glance gets to the bottom of this
issue in a way that was not possible m the
past. A key lesson is that there are substantial
rewards associated with attaining tertiary
education and substantial penalties associated

with failing to reach at least the upper
secondary standard.

In all OECD countries, the average earnings
premium associated with tertiary compared to

upper secondary education is more than
25% and in some cases is more than 100%.

Also, in those countries that have not

expanded their third-level education, a failure
to complete upper secondary education is
associated with an 80% greater probability of
being unemployed, compared to less than
50% in those countries that have increased

tertiary education the most.

Equally important, countries expanding
tertiary education attainment more in the late
1990s tended to have a greater fall (or smaller
rise) in unemployment between 1995 and
2004 than countries with less tertiary
expansion. For example, France, Ireland and
Korea had the fastest growth in tertiary
attainment and close to zero or negative
growth in unemployment, whereas Germany,
the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic
had low or no growth in tertiary attainment
but substantial growth m unemployment
among the unqualified.

In short, the lesser qualified are not crowded
out from the labour market as one might
expect, whereas there appear to be better
employment opportunities even for lower
educated groups when more people enter
higher education.

Another point highlighted in Education at a
Glance is that a higher supply of skills does
not create unemployment among those with
tertiary qualifications or even a slump in their
pay True, tertiary graduates may enter jobs
that are not quite in line with their
qualifications, but it still indicates that the
benefits of higher education have not
deteriorated with expansion. And while there
have been some small rises in the relative risk

of unemployment for graduates, this has been
no worse where tertiary attainment has
expanded fastest. Ultimately, graduates in all
OECD countries face much lower levels of

unemployment than do other groups. In
terms of pay, where their supply has risen
fastest, there is some curbing m the premium
graduates earn, but no general fall. If
anything, the positive effects seem to have
been more pronounced in recent years,
suggesting that tertiary education is not
expanding too rapidly

Can the dividend last? Will there be an ever-

rising demand for the highly skilled, or will

24
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that demand level off and cause their

relative earnings to ease back? It is hard to

say. However, at the beginning of the
20th century, few would have predicted
that upper secondary education would be
largely universal in OECD countries by the
century's end.

What is clear, for now at least, is that the

demand for more and better education

continues to rise, with still substantial payoffs
in terms of earnings and productivity gains.
Enrolments in OECD countries are up, with

more than 75% of high school graduates in
some countries now entering university-level
education.

How will countries pay for this expansion,
given that spending per student has already
begun to decline in some countries as

enrolments rise so fast? Establishing
innovative financing and student support
policies that mobilise additional public and
private funding will certainly be part of the
answer.

There is the example set by the Nordic
countries, for instance, where massive public
spending on higher education is considered a

solid investment in society's future. Or
Australia, Japan, Korea, New Zealand and the

UK, which have expanded tertiary-level
education by getting students to pay
admission fees, backed by, for instance, low-
interest loans. In contrast, several European

countries have neither increased their public

Tertiary education
Expenditure per student, equivalent US$, PPPs

24 000
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1. Public institutions only.

Source: Education at a Glance 2007

investments nor introduced tuition fees, with

the result that the European average for
spending per tertiary student is now well
below half the level of spending in the US.
Money alone is not enough, of course.
Investments in education will need to become

much more efficient too.

For tertiary education, this means creating and
maintaining a system of diverse, sustainable
and high-quality institutions, with the
freedom to respond to demand and
accountability for the outcomes they produce.
It means ensuring that the growth and

development of tertiary educational systems
are managed in ways that improve access and
enhance quality And it means that universities
will have to evolve so that their leadership and

&f

StatLink mrg* http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/068176572003

management capacity matches that of modern

enterpnses.

Institutions must be governed by bodies that
have the ability to think strategically and
reflect a much wider range of stakeholder
interests than the sole academic community.
Such change may not come easily, but the
reward will be more value for money, and the
prospect of more students of all levels looking
forward to brighter futures.

Note: This article is based on Ms Ischinger's editorial
in Education at a Glance 2007. For more, see
www.oecd.org/edu/eag2007
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Ask the economists

Learn more, earn more?

Some of the issues raised in Education at a Glance 2007

formed a recent online public discussion in our Ask the
Economists series. Andreas Schleicher, head of the OECD's

Education Indicators and Analysis division and a lead author
of Education at a Glance, fielded questions from readers in
Chile, China, Germany, Spain and the UK on Wednesday
3 October. Below is a sample

Q. You mention the German system of dividing children at age 10 between
academic and vocational tracks as an example of an unequal system. As
that generation grows up, should we expect to see greater social inequality
as a result? Belinda Holz, Germany

A. The institutional structure of the German system has remained
unchanged, and as far as this structure relates to the impact which

social background has on student performance, its impact on student
access to higher education will remain unchanged. There are two
ways to address this: one is to postpone selection, as has been done
in most other countries; the other is to open access to higher
education to students from vocational oriented school tracks, which

some slates in Germany have begun to do.

Q. What would you say to those governments that think that the more
money they spend in education, the best educational system they get?
Ana Yerro, Institution Futino

A. Education at a Glance 2007 suggests that the relationship between
spending per student up to the age of 15 years and learning
outcomes in education systems at 15 years, as measured by PISA, is
at best weak (money invested explains only 15% of the performance
variation among countries). So while money is necessary, it is by no
means sufficient.

The complete Q&A is available at www.oecd.org/asktheeconomists
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Something new is
happening in Africa. Once
talk of investment in the

continent's countries was

dismissed as idealism. Now

global investors are turning
their eyes-and their
funds-to a new investment

frontier. Is this short-term

euphoria?

The very idea of private equity and
hedge funds racing to place their
bets on the African continent

seemed almost incongruous until such a
short time ago. Today it has become a
reality.

In fact, Africa is in the process of
becoming the new frontier for emerging
market investors. A look at this hitherto

hardly noticed trend reveals some
impressive movements. The enthusiasm
is no longer limited to South Africa, for
instance. Instead, from bases in London

and New York, Johannesburg and Lagos,
flows of investment into the entire

continent are gathering pace, to
countries like Kenya, Ghana and
Botswana. As recently as last February,
the Russian-based investment bank

Renaissance Capital announced the
launch of a billion-dollar pan-African
investment fund. By 18 April, the

company announced that it was well on
the way to creating "a fully-fledged,
pan-regional investment banking,
research and asset management
operation", with offices in Lagos and
Nairobi. South Africa's Pamodzi

Investment Holdings has announced a
US$1.3 billion pan-African fund too,
this one backed by US financial
institutions. The London-based fund

Blakeney Management, which has been
committed to Africa for well over a

decade, now invests in Angola,
Mozambique and Ethiopia, betting on
the countries that have managed to pull
themselves out of years of violent
conflict. In total, nearly $3 billion in
private equity has been raised so far in
2007 for Africa.

Investors in the emerging equity
markets are also developing a taste for
Africa, with global emerging market
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funds deploying nearly 1 0% of their
portfolios on the continent. Pan-African
securities funds, such as those

developed by investment firms Investec
or Stanlib, a subsidiary ol the Standard
Bank of South Africa, are appearing and
represent another revealing trend.
Imara, a South Alrican investment

group, now oilers three African funds,
two of which are dedicated exclusively
to Nigeria and to Zimbabwe
respectively. The largest pan-African
fund lo date also comes from South

Africa, with Ethos Private Equity's
S750 million fund launched in 2006.

Africa is not just about new players, of
course. One of the more established

private investors in Africa is the Saudi
prince Al-Walid Ibn Talal Al Saoud who
has investments in Ghanaian banking,

Telecoms in Senegal, and in July 2005 was
behind the creation of a new $400 million

fund: HSBC Kingdom Africa Investments,
in association with HSBC bank.

But something new is happening, as
now even the hedge funds are getting in
on the action. Tudor Investments took a

risk on Africa Opportunities Partners, a
vehicle for investing in Tanzaman beer,
Senegalese Telecoms, and insurance

companies in Egypt. The Swiss financier
Nicolas Clavel launched the first hedge
fund in Europe entirely dedicated to
Africa on 1 July 2007: the Scipion
African Opportunities Fund, with the
aim of raising $700 million.

So what exactly is going on? Has Africa
changed or is there just so much money

slushing about that all bets are on?
External factors certainly play a role.
International conditions and low yields
in OECD countries, high liquidity and
the search for high returns all lure
investors into the arms of ever riskier

investments. Meanwhile, investment

opportunities have expanded greatly in
African countries, with over 522 firms

now listed on sub-Saharan stock

exchanges, up from barely 66 in 2000.
Financial information and

communications infrastructure are also

greatly improving, so much so that
Renaissance Capital's analysts can now

cover over a dozen sub-Saharan local

equity markets a feat that would have
been unthinkable live years ago.

But Alrica too has changed. Indeed, this
is the core reason for all the enthusiasm.

As the annual African Economic Outlook,

a joint publication of the OECD
Development Centre and the African
Development Bank, has underlined for
several years now, growth in Africa is
back on track, and not just because ol
oil or mineral wealth. Rather, Asia's

thirst for competitive exports has spread
to the African continent. Meanwhile,

It is now largely up to

policymakers to ensure that the

growing interest in Africa does

not evaporate.

governments are modifying their

policies and encouraging private
investment in viable and profitable
projects with a lasting impact on
development. As the Outlook has
pointed out, this trend must continue if
African leaders are to put their
economies on a fast track to growth.
And that means more opportunities for
investment are bound to open up.

One important attraction to investors is

the increasingly qualified and
sophisticated staff, with a new
generation of internationally
experienced African financiers at the
helm of most Africa-centred funds. For

example, there is Kofi Bucknor, a
Ghanaian who leads the Accra-based

fund ol Kingdom Zephyr African
Management Company. And there is
Vincent Le Guennou, an HEC and

Harvard-educated manager ol the largest
private equity firm on the African
continent: the $1 billion Emerging
Capital Partners funds based in Tunis.

The reaction ot the worlds main

financial centres to Africa has been far

from euphoric. The funds are there, but
so far the expertise available in these
financial centres has been timid. But in

Africa itself and outside the OECD area

the approach to the new opportunities
has been bold. It is surely time the "old"
financial centres took a fresh new look

at Africa, perhaps with an eye for
innovation and in partnership with
other players. Already some major
investment banks such as UBS are

collecting data and analysis on Africa,
while others are planning to muscle
their teams. This is good news for Africa
as it means the continent is no longer
being overlooked by equity and bond
analysts.

Beyond private funds from OECD-based
institutions, other players, such as
China, India and Brazil, are also present
on the continent. China and India have

long had some presence in Alrica, but
not on the scale of today Groups like
Tata from India and oil companies from
China have become major competitors
of OECD-based firms. And this

phenomenon is not limited to the so-
called BRIC countries: in October 2007,

Dubai Ports World (DP World), a United

Arab Emirates sea ports management
company, signed a 25-year agreement to
run Senegal's most crowded containers
ports, beating the French group Bolloré
to clinch the contract.

Africa has changed because it needs to.
It may not become a new stellar
emerging market overnight like Asia or
Latin America, but the continent is

likely to become a solid pole ol
attraction. African leaders now realise

that aid is no longer Africa's only
recourse; as one leader put it, what the

continent needs is less sympathy and
more investment. Private investment

may not Rood into the continent, but a
steady flow is nonetheless good news.
It is now largely up to policymakers
to ensure that the growing interest
in Africa does not evaporate into
short-lived euphoria.
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Where leaders learn

Excellence in research and education

IWR

The Institute for Water

Research (IWR)

is a multi-disciplinary

applied research group

that focuses on

environmentally

sustainable solutions

to water resource

development.

Water is one of southern Africa's most

precious and limiting natural resources

and its wise management can only be

achieved through a sound understand¬

ing of the driving process (hydrology,

geomorphology and water chemistry)
and their consequences for the com¬

ponents of the system (water quantity,

ecological functioning and biodiversity).

The Institute for Water Research (IWR) is a multi-disciplinary research depart¬

ment of Rhodes University, whose objective is to contribute to sustainable water

resources manangement in southern Africa. This is achieved through scientific

research into the structure and function of aquatic ecosystems, the application of

research through specialist consultancy services and capacity building through

supervision of postgraduate students. The IWRs main fields of expertise include

hydrology, water resource assessment, aquatic ecotexicology, biomonitoring and

freshwater ecology.

The IWR is largely self-funded, relying on contract research projects funded by

national and international agencies, corporate sponsorship, as well as income

from consultancy projects. These funds are used to support operating costs, staff

salaries and postgraduate bursaries. In recent years the Institute has been very

successful in forming partnerships with other research organisations, funding

agencies and commercial consulting companies. However, Africa has an urgent

need for more water resource scientists and additional sponsorship would im¬

prove the ability of the IWR to contribute to the necessary training and research.

For further information please contact:

Institute for Water Research, Rhodes University,

PO Box 94, Grahamstown, 6140 South Africa

telephone: +27 46 622 4014 fax: +27 46 622 9427 iwr@iwr.ru. ac.za
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Pollution

When it comes to air and

water pollution, the costs
of policy inaction can be
considerable.

Did you know that over three

quarters of a million people die
prematurely around the world

every year because of outdoor air
pollution? Many of these deaths and
their related costs may be avoided with
appropriate environmental policies. In
fact, improving environmental
conditions upstream to prevent
environment-related health problems
from developing can be far more
effective than trying to treat health

problems when they arise further
downstream. That means significant
cost savings for healthcare as well.

Polluted air, water and soil can cause

acute illnesses, such as respiratory and
cardiovascular disease, or cancers and

neuro-developmental and hormonal
disorders, and can also lead to death.

Although air and water pollutants are
generally highly regulated, OECD
countries are still significantly affected by
these environmental health risks. Three

quarters (75.9%) of all deaths attributable
to diarrhoeal disease in OECD countries

are reported to have occurred in Mexico
and Turkey, for instance. Health impacts
from bacterial water pollution are also a

particular concern for developing
countries. Indeed, inadequate water
supply and sanitation may be responsible
for as many as 1.7 million deaths per
year, of which 90% are children under
5 years old.

Exposure to fine suspended particles in
the air, or PMK1, caused approximately
960,000 premature deaths worldwide in

2000, with the overwhelming majority
being from cardiopulmonary diseases.
Without new policies to tackle air
pollution, by 2030 total premature
deaths are projected to reach 3.1 million
annually, while those associated with
lung cancer would be multiplied by
lour, with developing countries being
more affected than OECD countries
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(see OECD Environmental Outlook to

2030, forthcoming, 2008).

It is not surprising that health impacts in
terms ol illness and mortality represent
such a large proportion of the total
estimated costs ol air and water

pollution-often in excess of 90% of
those costs, recent studies show (see

table).

A 2007 study by Nicolas Midler and
Robert Mendelsohn estimated the total

damage costs associated with emissions

of some air pollutants (particulate
matter, nitrogen oxides, ammonia,

sulphur dioxide, volatile organic-
compounds) in the US at between
US$71 billion and $277 billion per year
(0.7-2.8% of GDP). Premature deaths

associated with these air pollutants

correspond to 71% of global annual
damages. In the case of China, the
estimated health costs of air pollution
are even higher, representing about
3.8% of that country's GDP, says the
World Bank.

Many of these costs are reflected directly
in market prices and national accounts.

Tor instance, household expenditures
on medicines and preventive behaviour,
such as buying bottled water or air
purifiers, tend to rise as pollution
increases. Some costs also show up in

public finances, m hospital costs,
primary care expenditures and so on.
Moreover, pollution can affect the

Without new policies to tackle

air pollution, by 2030 total

premature deaths are projected to

reach 3.1 million annually.

economy through losses m productivity,

e.g. by preventing adults from working
or children from going to school. Also,
importantly, there are "intangible"
aspects ol morbidity and mortality
which should not be neglected in
assessing the health costs of inaction
with respect to air and water pollution.

Pollution toll

Health costs account for the lion's share of social (and environmental) costs from air and water pollution. For instance, they

accounted for 89% of the total in the 2001 ECOTECH study of SOft, NOx, etc., which was carried out in the context of the
Gothenburg Protocol for Europe.

Health cost as %Study title Context and

purpose

Non-health

costs included

ECOTECH

(2001)

Gothenburg Protocol for Europe

(S02, NOx, NH3, NMV0C,
PM,0, CO, C02)

Materials,

ecosystem

Dziegielewska
and Mendelsohn

(2005)

25% improvement

in air quality
in Poland

Visibility, materials,

cultural heritage,

ecosystems

US EPA (1999) Benefits of Clean Air Act

in US (NOx, V0C, S02,
PMI0, PM25, CO)

Materials, visibility

AEA(1999) Gothenburg Protocol

for Europe

(S02: NOx, V0C. NH3)

Materials, crops, timbe

Olsthoorn et al.

(1999)

S02- 50,000 tonnes (10%)
reduction in the Netherlands

Materials

Muller and

Mendelsohn

(2007)

PM, NOx, NH3,
S02, V0C in the US

Agriculture, visibility,
materials, recreation

89%

82%

96%

97%

94%

Source: OECD, Costs ol Policy Inaction, forthcoming, 2008

Pain and suffering should be factored
in, for instance; otherwise the true costs

of inaction would be greatly
underestimated, particularly lor serious
health impacts such as cancer.

Reviews of the literature on the

efficiency of different policy
interventions to reduce air and water

pollution suggest that policies which
improve air and water quality are often
cost-efficient: the benefits outweigh the
costs. When environmental benefits are

included, the efficiency of policies
targeting air and water pollution may be
even larger. In short, the benefits accrue
not just to human health, but also to the

economy. RJC
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Calendar of forthcoming events
Please note that many of the OECD meetings mentioned are not open to the public or the media and are
listed as a guide only. All meetings are in Paris unless otherwise stated. For a more comprehensive list, see
the OECD website at www.oecd.org/media/upcoming, which is updated weekly.

OCTOBER - Highlights

3 Council of Europe Enlarged
Parliamentary Assembly Annual Debate.
Secretary-General presents a report on
OECD work. Strasbourg, France.

4 Growth, Innovation and Equity,
high-level parliamentary seminar organised
by the Directorate for Public Affairs and
Communication.

15-16 Trade, Innovation and Growth, OECD

Global Forum on Trade organised by the
Directorate for Trade and Agriculture.

16-18 Wealth Creation and Asia, World

Knowledge Forum 2007, organised by
Maeil Business Newspaper. Seoul, Korea.

21 Fall meetings of the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund.
Washington, D.C.

NOVEMBER

8 Challenges Promoting Quality Regulation
across Levels of Government, seminar

organised by the Directorate for Public
Governance and Territorial Development.
Rome, Italy

11-15 20th World Energy Congress, organised
by the World Energy Council. Rome, Italy.

12-13 The Role of Agriculture in Growth and
Poverty Reduction in Africa, forum
organised by the Directorate for Trade and
Agriculture, the FAO, IFAD and the World
Bank. Rome, Italy.

19-20 Beyond GDP: Measuring Progress,
True Wealth and the Well-Being of

Nations, highdevel conference at the
European Parliament. Brussels,
Belgium .

21 The OECD Anti-Bribery Convention:
Its Impact and Its Achievements, 10th
anniversary celebration and high-level
conference organised by the Directorate
for Financial and Enterprise Affairs.
Rome, Italy.

27-29 Making Reforms Succeed: Moving
Forward with the Investment Policy
Agenda, business forum and OECD-
MENA investment ministerial meeting.
Cairo, Egypt.

DECEMBER

3-14 UN Climate Change Conference
(COP 13). Nusa Dua, Bali, Indonesia.

4 Publication of the results from

PISA 2006

5-6 Chinese and OECD Government

Approaches to Encouraging
Responsible Business Conduct,
symposium organised by the Directorate
for Financial and Fiscal Affairs, and the

Business and Industry Committee to the
OECD (B1AC). Beijing, China.

6 Economic Outlook no. 82 published.

1 1-12 Public Debt Management and
Emerging Government Securities

Markets, global forum organised by the

Directorate for Financial and Enterprise
Affairs. Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

11-13 Development Assistance Committee,
senior level meeting.

12-13 African Debt Management and Bond
Market forum, organised by the
Directorate for Financial and Enterprise
Affairs.

17-18 Public Debt Management and Emerging
Government Securities Markets, global
forum organised by the Directorate for
Financial and Enterprise Affairs.

JANUARY

23-27 World Economic Forum annual meeting
Davos, Switzerland.

31-1/02 Cost and Effectiveness of Policies to

Reduce Vehicle Emissions, roundtable

organised by the OECD International
Transport Forum.

Further ahead

APRIL

28-29 OECD environment ministers meet.

JUNE

3-4 OECD Forum 2008.

4-5 OECD Council ministerial meeting.

17-18 The Future of the Internet Economy,
meeting at ministerial level. Seoul, Korea.
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G8 unit opens

Ulrich Benterbusch

A new support unit has opened for business
at the OECD to provide a platform for a
structured dialogue between the G8 heads of
state and government and their counterparts in
Brazil, China, India, Mexico and South Africa.

The Heiligendamm Dialogue Process Support
Unit (HDP) is the brainchild of the G8 summit

held in Heiligendamm in June 2007. The unit
is headed by Ulrich Benterbusch, reporting to
OECD Secretary-General Angel Gurria.

Mr Benterbusch will provide strategic

direction and leadership for the unit,
especially in the preparation of meetings of
the high-level steering committee and the
preparation of reports for forthcoming G8
summits in Japan in 2008 and then Italy.
There will be four main fields for dialogue to

Cotis leads top French bureau-
Jean-Philippe
Cotis, the OECD's

chief economist,
has been

appointed as

director general of
the French

national statistics

institute INSEE

(Institut national

de la statistique et Jean-Philippe Cotis

des études économiques, or the National
Statistics and Economie Studies Institute).

Secretary-General Angel Gurria hailed this
prestigious appointment as tribute to the
former head of the Economics

Department. "Mr Cotis has provided very

distinguished service at the OECD. I lis

appointment to INSEE is not only an
acknowledgement of the recognition that
he enjoys within Frances public
administration, but also of his leadership

in strengthening the OECD's role as a
source of relevant policy advice and
proposals," Mr Gurria said.

Before joining the OECD in August 2002,
Mr Cotis had been director of the

Economics Department al the French
Ministry of Economy, Finance and Industry
from 1997. The new appointment, which
was announced after a French cabinet

meeting, leaves his former OECD position
vacant.

locus on-innovation/intellectual property,
investment, development and energy
efficiency.

Mr Benterbusch, a German national, was

previously director of the German G8 World
Economic Summit Office at the Federal

Ministry of Economics and Technology, and
prior to that, worked at the German Federal
Chancellery, where he was head of foreign
economic affairs, and the federal parliament.

Mr Benterbusch has a diploma in
administrative science from the University of
Konstanz, Germany and has obtained the
German state examination (Master's

equivalent) in public administration and
economic management.

Web watch

A new website on Chile, a candidate for

OECD membership, was launched as we
went to press. See www.oecd.org/chile.
Separately, the OECD has added a new
alphabetical contents list to its website.
Previously, the OECD website offered three
different choices for browsing: by country,
topic and OECD directorate. This fourth
tool is an extra practical service for readers
and as easy as ABC to use. For now, the list
starts with 'About OECD" and ends with

"Young Professionals Programme". A
French list is also available at

www.ocde.org. Though the list will be
updated, the aim is not to create an
exhaustive reference index but a simple
navigation tool. Comments from readers are
welcome: contact webmaster@oecd.org

-as Lalonde becomes climate change envoy

Bnce Lalonde, who

has been head of the

Roundtable on Sustainable

Development since
February 2007, has been
named French ambassador

for climate change. Former
French environment

minister and twice a green
candidate for the French

presidency, Mr Lalonde was
most recently in the news

debating a report issued by

the roundtable on biofuels.

The newly created
government post will see
him working alongside
both Bernard Kouchner,

foreign affairs minister, and
Jean-Louis Borloo, minister

of ecology, development
and sustainable

management. See
"Sustainable facts: Interview

with Brice Lalonde" in

OECD Observer No 261,

Brice Lalonde

page 45, or see at
www.oecdobserver.org

New ambassadors

1 0 October-Karel Dyba takes up

his post as the new ambassador lor
the Czech Republic, replacing
Jirï MacesTca.

28 August -Georges Santer is the new
ambassador for Luxembourg. He
succeeds Hubert Worth.

1 August-Chris Hoornaert takes up his
post as the new ambassador for
Belgium. He succeeds Patrick Van
Haute.

18 June-Philippe Marland is the new
ambassador for France. He replaces
Xavier Darcos.
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Swivelling numbers around
The OECD is a world leader in statistics, but keeping up that lead
demands innovation. The statistics services of the OECD already

provide smart databases online at www.oecd.org/statistics, while
graphs and tables in many of our publications are backed up
with our new StatLink service, a link allowing access to source
Excel files at a click. Now the OECD has gone another step by
opening its data out to websites that specialise in lively use and
presentation of the statistics, and reader interaction.

Such sites include the likes of IBM's Many Eyes and Swivel, a
privately held, US-based company. These sites publish high-
impact graphs on topical debates, and allow users to rate or
comment on the data from different angles. Swivel, for instance,
uses graphs from ready-made sources, such as OECD in Figures,
the OECD Factbook or the OECD Observer, as well as using raw
databases to build graphs of their own. Other users submit their
interpretations of the data or create their own versions.

Good policymaking needs good data, and these systems can not
only tranlorm dry-looking material for wider audiences, but drive
home key policy messages to governments too. With this in

mind, the OECD Development Centre has struck a new

partnership with Swivel to drive discussion on gender
discrimination. By putting the Development Centre's innovative
Gender, Institutions and Development Data Base (GID-DB) on
Swivel.com, both partners hope they can encourage fact-driven
conversations among Swivel community readers and beyond on
this sensitive issue. The data looks at issues like ownership rights,
whether property or accessing a bank loan; physical integrity;
prevalence of early marriage and obligation to wear certain

garments.

"By making this gender-focused data available to a wider
audience via Swivel.com, we are hoping to encourage further
communication across borders and facilitate decisions that belter

the lives of the people, particularly women, in these societies,"
said Denis Drechsler, policy analyst at the OECD Development
Centre. For Swivel co-founder Brian Mulloy, enhancing content
for his community "will hopefully encourage better decision¬
making by those who can affect change." For more on the OECD
and Swivel, contactJerome.Cukier@oecd.org, and for gender,
Denis.Drechsler@oecd.org. See also www.swivel.com

Recent speeches by Angel Gurrfa
For a complete list of speeches and statements, including those in French and other
languages, go to www.oecd.org/speeches

Israel and the OECD: a triple-win partnership
1 November 2007

Remarks to the Prime Minister's Conference for

Export and International Co-operation
Tel Aviv, Israel

Sustainable energy consumption and climate change
27 October 2007^
Keynote speech at the CIGF07 conference,
organised by the Centre for International
Governance Innovation

Waterloo, Ontario, Canada

Globalist of the Year Award

25 October 2007

Speech delivered to the Canadian International
Council (CIC), who nominated Mr. Gurria as
"Globalist of the Year"

Toronto, Canada

On corruption
21 October 2007

Remarks to the Panel on Countering Corruption in
International Business and Development Activities
during the World Bank and IMF Annual Meetings
Washington D.C., US

Education and economic development
1 9 October 2007

Keynote speech at the UNESCO Round Table on
Education and Economic Development
Paris, France

India's outlook

9 October 2007

Presentation of the OECD Economic Survey of India
New Delhi, India

Senior officials of centres ol government
4 October 2007

Opening remarks at the meeting of senior officials of
centres of government
Bern, Switzerland

Democratic governance
1 October 2007

Remarks at the official launch of the Partnership for
Democratic Governance

New York, US

The OECD and the world economy
3 October 2007

Address to the Enlarged Parliamentary Assembly of
the Council of Europe
Strasbourg, France

The European Unions outlook
20 September 2007
Presentation of key conclusions and main policy
recommendations of the first-ever Economic Survey of
the European Union published by the OECD
Paris, France

Globally competitive, locally engaged: higher
education and regions

1 9 September 2007

Speech at the conference on higher education and
regions

Valencia, Spain

Education

18 September 2007
Remarks at the launch of Education at a Glance

2007

Berlin, Germany

First world conference on research integrity
17 September 2007

Remarks and presentation of an OECD report,

based on national policies of prevention and
enforcement

Lisbon, Portugal

Gaining from migration

1 3 September 2007

Speech at the presentation of Gaining from

Migration to the high-level conference on legal

immigration

Lisbon, Portugal

Export credits for civil aircraft

30 July 2007

Remarks during a signing ceremony

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Austria's outlook

13 July 2007
Remarks at the launch of the OECD Economic

Survey of Austria
Vienna, Austria
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Society at a Glance
ISBN 9789264028197

www.Source0ECD.org/92640281 88
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Regions at a Glance
ISBN 9789264009875

www.SourceOECD.org/9264009876

R

Education

at a Glance

OECD INDICATORS 2006

2007

Education at a Glance

ISBN 9789264025325

www.Source0ECD.org/9264025324

Pensions

at a Glance

OECD«#

Pensions at a Glance

ISBN 9789264018716

www.Source0ECD.org/926401871 9

Agricultural Policies in
OECD Countries at a Glance

ISBN 9789264022751

www.SourceOECD.org/9264022759

Health

at a Glance

OECD INDICATORS 2O05

Health at a Glance

ISBN 9789264012622

www.SourceOECD.org/926401262i

All titles available at SourceOECD or www.oecdbookshop.org



Healthier wiser

Understanding the Social Outcomes of Learning

Everyone accepts that
education is vital for a

healthy economy, but now
there is strong evidence that it
contributes to a healthy body too.

Understanding the Social Outcomes
of Learning makes the claim that
those with more schooling also
tend to have better health, as well

as more civic engagement.

In fact, evidence suggests that
better education leads to less smoking, obesity and depression,
and also a lower mortality rate. The OECD report cites one

study showing that an additional year of schooling reduces the
probability of dying in the next decade by 3.6%, and a Swedish
study that an extra year of education reduces the risk of bad
health by 18.5%. A US study shows that an additional year of
schooling increases the amount of exercise taken by 34 minutes

per two weeks, raises weekly strenuous exercise from 2.9 to
3.0 days per week, and boosts walking from 3.2 to 3.4 days per
week.

Not all learning induces good health or healthy behaviour, the
authors warn. Perhaps surprisingly, educated people consume
more alcohol than the less educated. And while education

appears to be protective against depression, it has much less
impact on general happiness or well-being, and can cause stress
and anxiety. In 2005, the British Medical Journal reported that
suicides are generally higher among more educated people.

Understanding the Social Outcomes of Learning lists other benefits
of education, such as political stability, poverty reduction and
less water and air pollution. In short, though a student
cramming for the next morning's final exam paper might not
believe you, early to bed means more time for education, more
wealth and more health.

A companion report which provides more detailed analysis is
free to download at

www.oecd.org/edu/socialoutcomes/symposium.

ISBN: 9789264033108

Beyond the ivory
towers

Higher Education and Regions: Globally
Competitive, Locally Engaged

Centres of higher learning often
exude a rarefied air. From the spires of
Oxford to the lanes of Bologna, a remoteness from

local communities and disdain for the commercial world are

still a common characterisation, if not a tradition.

This attitude may have to evolve, says a recent OECD report.
With their rich source of ideas, services and skilled people,
higher education institutions should reach out much more
and contribute to the development of their regions. Higher
Education and Regions: Globally Competitive, Locally Engaged
estimates, for example, that only 10% of UK firms currently
interact with universities, with a focus on high-tech fields.

Nor is improving corporate relations just about funding for
research. Rather, services or cultural aspects intrinsic to many
universities, such as museums, libraries, galleries, orchestras

or sporting events, should be tapped for local development
too. After all, services account for 70% of the OECD

workforce, and cultural industries are becoming a major

driver globally, accounting for 7% of GDP and
growing at 10% annually.

The MIT Industrial Tiaison Office is one

innovative example, whose membership fee gives
companies unlimited access to specialised

information services. Co-operation between the
University Jaume I in Spain and the Ceramic

Industry Research Association has led among other
things to the creation of a laboratory to provide

quality tests for ceramic products, so enabling the
autonomous Valencian Community to excel in the tile

and ceramic industry. Asia's largest film festival, in Busan,
Korea, is supported by several higher education institutions.

Globally Competitive, Locally Engaged suggests that countries
should push such university interaction further. Universities

themselves should become more entrepreneurial, for although
business is not the aim of academia, higher education
institutions are an underexploited link to the global
knowledge economy and can open gateways to innovation
and growth.

For more information, see

www.oecd.org/edu/higher/regionaldevelopmenl

ISBN 9789264034143
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New OECD publications
Now available on www.sourceoecd.org

This first OECD

Economic Survey oj India

presents a broad
overview of economic

developments over

the past 20 years,
showing how India
has grown to
become the third

largest economy in the
world. It examines a series of

specific policy areas and makes
recommendations. This book includes

StatLinks, URLs linking tables and graphs
to Excel® spreadsheets with the
underlying data-

Increased demand lor

biolucls is causing
fondamental changes

i to agricultural
1 markets that could

drive up world prices
for many farm
products, according

to this Agricultural
Outlook. Temporary factors, such

as droughts in wheat-growing regions
and low stocks, explain in large measure
the recent hikes in [arm commodity
prices. Includes Stat Links.

OECD brain study

f suggests new avenues

for teaching. Among
i other things, the report

* JËttÈ^L \ discusses recent
&; ^r"L;

. 	 at what age the brain
, **ff""^ |-|. iftlUMftlftt
| «^ _^^~ " and how that may
^-^ be applied to teaching
foreign language. The report also

contradicts ideas about the "right brain"
and "left brain". This highly readable
book is "must" reading for anyone
interested in education, childhood

development and related policy

GENERAL ECONOMICS

OECD Economic Surveys: Austria

17-Jul-2007, 178 pages, 49 $66 £35 ¥6 800

SourccOECD: wwwSourceOECD.org/9789264033559

Online Bookshop: wwwoecd.org/bookshop?9789264033559

OECD Economic Surveys: France

18-Jul-2007, 164 pages, $66 £35 ¥6 800

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264029866

Online Bookshop: www.cral.org/bookshop79789264029866

OECD Economic Surveys: India

5-Sep-2007, 235 pages, $66 £35 ¥6 800

SourccOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/97892640335 1 1

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.org/bookshop?978926403351 1
<Sec left

OECD Economie Surveys:

Ukraine: Economic Assessment

23-Aug-2007, 156 pages, $66 £35 ¥6 800

SourccOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264037533

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.oig/bookshop?9789264037533

Data and Metadata Reporting and Presentation

Handbook

3-Jul-2007, 162 pages, $54 £28 ¥5 500

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.oig/9789264030329

Online Bookshop: wwwtcd.org/bookshop?9789264030329

Compilation Manual for an Index of Services
Production

L0-Jul-2007, 142 pages, $65 £36 ¥6 900

SourceOECD: www.SoureeOECD.org/9789264034433

Online Bookshop: wwwoecd.orghookshop?9789264034433

Infrastructure to 2030, Vol. 2: Mapping Policy for

Electricity, Water and Transport

28-Aug-2007, 400 pages, $65 £36 ¥6 900

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264031319

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.org/bookshop?9789264031319

AGRICULTURE

OECD-FAO Agricultural Outlook 2007-2016

7-Aug-2007, 190 pages, $78 £43 ¥8 300

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264025097

Online Bookshop: wwwoecd.org/bookshop?9789264025097
<See left

DEVELOPMENT

Preferential Trade Agreements: How Much Do They

Benefit Developing Economies?

16-Jul-2007, 170 pages, $52 £28 ¥5 500

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264033689

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264033689

Informal Institutions: How Social Norms Help or

Hinder Development

165 pages, $45 £25 ¥4 800

SourceOECD: wwwsouiceceodoig9789264039063

Online Bookshop: wwwoecd.oig/bookshop?9789264039063

Gaining from Migration: Towards a New Mobility

System

10-Sep-2007, 89 pages, $29 £17 ¥3 300

Source OECD: wwwsourceoecd.org/9789264037403

Online Bookshop: wwwoecd.org/rjookshop79789264037403

Understanding the Brain:

The Birth of a Learning Science

25-Jun-2007, 268 pages, $47 £25 ¥4 800

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264029 125

Online Bookshop: wwwoecd.org/bookshop?9789264029125

<See left

Understanding the Social Outcomes of Learning

12-Jul-2007, 136 pages, $29 £17 ¥3 300

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264033108

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.org/bookshop?9789264033108

Higher Education in Kazakhstan

22-Jun-2007, 226 pages, $45 £25 ¥4 800

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264033160

Online Bookshop: wwwoecd.on^bookshop?9789264033160

Evidence in Education: Linking Research and Policy

22-Jun-2007, 183 pages, $45 £25 ¥4 800

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264033665

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264033665

EMPLOYM 1)R MARKETS

OECD Employment Outlook

25-Jun-2007, 281 pages,

$104 £57 ¥11 100

SourceOECD:

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264033030

Online Bookshop:

www.oecd.org/bookshop?978926403303
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Jobs for Immigrants: Labour Market Integration in

Australia, Denmark, Germany and Sweden

21-Jun-2007, 292 pages, 42 $54 £30 ¥5 800

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264033597

Online Bookshop : wwwoecd.org/bookshop79789264033597

Tracking Industrial Energy EHieiency and C02

Emissions

3-Jul-2007, 324 pages, 100 $1 30 £72 ¥1 3 900

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/97892640301 69

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264030169

See right>

Energy Policies of I LA Countries: Ireland

12-JuI-2007, 154 pages, 75 $97 £54 ¥10 400

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264025622

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264025622

Legal Aspects of Storing CO,:

Update and Recommendations

3-Jul-2007, 144 pages

100 $130 £72 ¥13 900

SourceOECD:

www.SourceOECD.org/9789264034082

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264034082

Energy Use in the New Millennium:

Trends in IEA Countries

10-Sep-2007, 168 pages, 100 $130 £72 ¥13 900

SourceOECD: www.sourceoecd.org/9789264034297

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264034297

ENVIRONMENT

OECD Environmental Performance Reviews: China

23-Jul-2007, 340 pages, $60 £32 ¥6 200

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264031159

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.orghookshop?9789264031159

See right>

FINANCE* INVESTMENT/

"SIONS

Financial Market Trends, No. 92

20-JO-2007, 249 pages

2007 Subscription: 105 $132 £72 ¥13 900

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/037865 IX

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.org/bookshop70378651X

GOVERNANCE

OECD journal on Budgeting, Volume 7 Issue 1

25-Jul-2007, 205 pages

2007 Subscription: $265 £145 ¥27 900

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/16087143

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.org/bookshop716087143

Performance Budgeting in OECD Countries

1 6-Aug-2007, 220 pages, 40 $52 £28 ¥5 500

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264034037

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264034037

Tinkage of Geoscientific Arguments and Evidence in

Supporting the Safety Case

3-Jul-2007, 1 79 pages, 50 $65 £36 ¥6 900

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264019669

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.org/bookshop?9789264019669

Risks and Benefits of Nuclear Energy

21-Jun-2007, 84 pages, 24 $29 £17 ¥3 300

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264035515

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264035515

Nuclear Law Bulletin, No. 79

12-Jul-2007, 91 pages

2007 Subscription: $125 £68 ¥13 400

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/0304341X

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.org/bookshop70304341X

ECHNOLOGY

OECD Communications Outlook 2007

13-Jul-2007, 320 pages, $108 £57 ¥1 1 1 00

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264006812

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264006812

See righl>

SOCIAL ISSUES. MIGRATION AND HEALTH

OECD Health Data 2007

16-jul-2007, CD-ROM, 80 $108 £57 ¥1 1 1 00

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/] 6836243

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264007901

Ageing and the Public Service: Human Resource

Challenges

06-Aug-2007, 260 pages, 50 $65 £36 ¥6 900

SourceOECD: www.soLirceoecd.org/9789264029705

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.org/bookshop79789264029705

International Migration Outlook:

SOPEMI

25-Jun-2007, 403 pages

| $97 £54 ¥10 400

SourceOECD:

www.souiceoecd.org/9789264032859

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.org'bookshop?9789264032859

ft;"*' *

Industry accounts for
about one-third of

global energy demand.

Most ol that energy is
used to produce raw
materials: chemicals,

iron and steel, non-

metallic minerals,

pulp and paper
and non-ferrous

metals, just how

efficiently is this energy put to work?
This major new analysis shows how
industrial energy efficiency has improved
dramatically over the last 25 years.

Did you know that

China's energy
consumption will

double, during the
period 2000-2020?
Or that since 1995

China has made

greater reductions

to the production

and consumption of
ozone-depleting substances than
any other country, though it remains the
world's principal user and producer of
such substances? This review of China's

environmental situation and policies
presents wide-ranging recommendations
for improvements.

Telecommunications

investment continues

to rise and consumers

across the OECD area

are generally paying
less for more and

better services, but

technology
developments are

presenting new

challenges to télécoms operators.
This repon also discusses who should
pay for installing new fibre networks and
who should own them.
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Previously published as
Higher Education

Management, Higher

^^ Education Management
:'1É| \ and Policy, edited by

the OECD's

^» Programme on
/^^^ Institutional

Management in

Higher Education
(IMHE), addresses administrators

and managers of institutions of
higher education and researchers in
the field of institutional management.
It covers such issues as quality
assurance, human resources, funding
and internationalisation. The latest

issue looks at academic values, the

university and its communities,
league tables as policy instruments,
and performance ranking.

<*>£#&*

The OECD journal on

Budgeting is a unique
resource for

policymakers,
officials and

researchers in

public sector
budgeting. With

;;# special
contributions from

finance ministries, the journal
provides insight on leading-edge
institutional arrangements, systems
and instruments for the allocation

and management of resources in the
public sector. The latest issue

includes articles such as "Comparing
Budget and Accounting Measures of
the Federal US Government's Fiscal

Condition"; "Budget Reform in
China"; "Civil Service Reform in

China"; "Budgeting in Latin
America"; and "Improving Public
Sector Efficiency".

Environment and Regional Trade Agreements

22-]un-2Q07, 2.34 pages, $54 £28 ¥5 500

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264006652

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.org/bookshop?9789264006652

Preferential Trade Agreements: How Much Do They

Benefit Developing Economies?

1 6-Jul~2007, 168 pages, 40 $52 £28 ¥5 500

SourceOECD: www.ScnirceOECD.org/9789264033689

Online Bookshop: ww\v.oecd.org^)oobhop?9789264033689

;;;:;;:i:::;::;;j::;^;;;»;:r;:::::::;::

Higher Education Management and Policy

Published three times a year, 1 50 pages

Subscription: 1 1 2 $141 £77 ¥14 700

Periodical on SourceOECD:

www.SourceOECD.org/] 6823451

Periodical on Online Bookshop:

www.oecd.org/book3riop716823451
<See left

OECD Journal on Budgeting

Published quarterly, 150 pages

Subscription: $265 £145 ¥27 900
Periodical on SourceOECD:

www.SourceOECD.org/16087143

Periodical on Online Bookshop:

www.oecd.org/bookshop716087143

<See left

RECENTLY UPDATED DATABASES

International Trade by Commodity Statistics

SourceOECD: www.SonrceOECD.orga6081218

FORTHCOMING

Ageing and the Public Sendee: Human Resource

Challenges

Agricultural Policies in OECD Countries:
Monitoring and Evaluation

Central Government Debt: Statistical Yearbook

1 997-2006

Cross-Border Tertiary Education: A Way towards
Capacity Development

Cutting Red Tape: Comparing Administrative
Burdens across Countries

Insurance Statistics Yearbook, 1 996-2005

National Accounts of OECD Countries, Vol. 2:
Detailed Tables

OECD Economic Surveys: United Kingdom

OECD Science, Technology and Industry:
Scoreboard 2007

OECD Statistics on International Trade in Services,

Vol. 1: Detailed Tables by Service Category 2007

Reviews of National Policies for Education: Tertiary
Education in Portugal

Reviews of National Policies for Education: Basic

Education in Turkey

The Space Economy at a Glance

Women and Men in OECD Countries

LATEST OECD POLICY BRIEFS

Free online atwww.oecd.org/publications

Main Economic Indicators

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/1 6081 234

Measuring Globalisation Statistics

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org'] 6081293

Monthly Statistics of International Trade

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/16081226

National Accounts

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/16081 188

OECD Economic Outlook

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/16081 153

Employment Statistics

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/16081161

Economic Surveys: Austria, France, Korea

Qualifications and Lifelong Learning

Fostering Regional Integration: Peer Review
in Southeast Asia

Competitive Regional Clusters: National

Policy Approaches

Prosecuting Cartels without Direct Evidence

of Agreement

Competition Policy and Concessions

Competition Law and Policy in Sweden

Globalisation Jobs and Wages

Moving Up the (Global) Value Chain

Lifelong Learning and Human Capital
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Focus on healthcare
HIGHLIGHTS

OECD Health Data 2007

OECD Health Data is the OECD's unique and

comprehensive database on the health economy of

its member countries. More than 1,200 indicators

are provided from as early as 1960 onwards for:

Health status

Healthcare resources

Healthcare utilisation

Expenditure on health

Healthcare financing

Social protection

Pharmaceutical market

Non-medical determinants of

health

Demographic references

Economic references

Data are available in both US dollars and national

currency values; for many variables, percentage of

GDP and per capita values are also available. Users

can work in English, French, German, Italian,

Russian or Spanish (and Japanese for the online

version). The 2007 edition provides data through

2004-2005. OECD Health Data is available online

or on CD-ROM.

OECD Health Data 2007

June 2007, CD-ROM, 80 $108 £.57 Yl 1 100

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.org/book-

shop?9789264007901

OECD Health Data, Online database

2007 Subscription: 257, $323 £177 Y35 000

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/16836243

ANALYSIS

Health at a Glance 2007:

Focus on Quality of Care

Presents in print form key tables from OECD
Health Data 2007. This edition contains

interesting new data on specialisation among

doctors and obesity.

12-Nov-2007, 190 pages, $32 £18 ¥3 400

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264027329

Online Bookshop: wwwoecd.oig/bookshop?9789264027329

Sickness, Disability and Work, Breaking the

Barriers: Norway, Poland and Switzerland

Too many workers leave the labour market

permanently due to health problems, and yet

many people with a disabling condition are

denied the opportunity to work. Why?

26-Oct-2006, 176 pages, 35 $47 £25 ¥4 800

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264026315

Online Bookshop: wwwoecd.org/bookshop? 9789264026315

Coverage of Medical Malpractices in OECD

Countries

Assesses various types of mechanisms and reforms

implemented and refined in OECD countries that

best limit and indemnify medical accidents.

4-Dec-2006, 86 pages, 30 $40 £21 ¥4 100

SourceOECD : www.SourceOECD.org/9789264029040

(.Mine Bookshop: wwwoecdorgt»okshop?9789264029040

Economic Valuation of Environmental Health

Risks to Children

The valuation of children's health strongly differs
from the valuation of adults' health. This is an in-

depth analysis of the difficulties in measuring and

estimating the social value of a reduction in
environmental health risks to children.

3-Feb-2006, 314 pages, 57 $71 £39 ¥7 800

SourceOECD : wwwSourceOECD.org/9789264013971

Online Bookshop: www.oecd.org/bookshop?97892640 13971

Health Technologies and

Decision Making

Analyses the barriers to and
facilitators of evidence-based

decision making in OECD

healthcare systems.

l-Nov-2005, 160 pages

$38 £21 ¥3 800

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264016200

Online Bookshop: wwwoecd.org//bookshop?9789264016200

	 Private Health Insurance in

JM1,.,,, OECD Countries

fj Analyses private health insurance

L markets and identifies policy
|AJP: issues arising from their

Him.i' i s interdependence with publicly

financed health coverage schemes.

25-Nov-2004, 237 ]

60 $75 £42 ¥7 600

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264006683

Online Bookshop: wwwoecd.orgbookshop?9789264006683

Foodborne Disease in OECD Countries:

Present State and Economic Costs

Provides information on the incidence and costs

of foodborne disease.

13-Jan-2004, 93 pages, 25 $28 £18 ¥3 400

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264105362

Online Bookshop: wwwoecd.org/bookshop?9789264105362

COUNTRY REVIEWS

OECD Reviews of Health Systems: Finland

7-Dec-2005, 110 pages, 24 $29 £16 ¥3 300

SourceOECD: www.SouiceOECD.org/9789264013827

Online Bookshop: wwwoecd.otg/bookshop?9789264013827

OECD Reviews of Health Systems: Mexico

18-Jul-2005, 158 pages, 24 $29 £16 ¥3 200

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264008922

Online Bookshop: wwwoecd.org/bookshop?9789264008922

OECD Reviews of Health Systems: Switzerland

20-Oct-2006, 194 pages, 27 $34 £18 ¥3 800

SourceOECD : wwwSourceOECD.orgW89264025820

Online Bookshop: wwwoecd.org/bookshop79789264025820

OECD Reviews of Health Care Systems: Korea

l-May-2003, 127 pages, 28 $37 £18 ¥3 300

SourceOECD: www.SourceOECD.org/9789264299450

Online Bookshop: wwwoecd.org/bookshop?9789264299450
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Reviews

Balance with care
Babies and Bosses

Reconciling Work and Family Life:
A Synthesis of Findings for OECD Countries

Striking a balance between going to work
and raising children is not just a
concern for families. Getting the balance

wrong reduces birth rates, labour supply and gender equity,
and can even harm child development. It puts the shape of
society in the future in question.

Since 2002, the OECD's Babies and Bosses reviews have analysed

policies and family outcomes in 13 OECD countries: Australia,
Denmark, the Netherlands, Austria, Ireland, Japan, New

Zealand, Portugal, Switzerland, Canada, Finland, Sweden and
the UK. This synthesis report concerns all OECD countries,
examining work and family outcomes in view of tax/benefit
policies, parental leave systems, child and out-of-school-hours
care support, and workplace practices.

The messages are quite clear. Infants do best with full-lime
personal care for the first six to twelve months of their lives.
Yet, according to some evidence, when parents spend more
than six months looking after their young children, their career

prospects are damaged. However, Babies and Bosses
found that if parental leave is designed to encourage

both parents to take leave in succession, babies can get
the care they require without harming the careers of

their parents. This is the case in Iceland where fathers
use about a third of the nine months of paid parental

leave in a country where the female participation rate in
the labour market is above average.

The absence of affordable, formal childcare can be a major

barrier to parental employment. Moreover, children benefit
from good quality day care from the age of two to three onwards.
Babies and Bosses also found that most OECD countries should

afford greater attention to developing out-of-school-hours care
for older children.

The most common types of family-friendly work practices are
part-time work, flexible working times, granting days to care for
sick children, and employer-provided parental leave support,
but in most countries workplaces are not particularly responsive
to ihe needs of parents with young children. Even if a country-
offers good social supports such as child care facilities and leave
programmes, if the labour market discriminates against parents,
then balancing work and family life will remain a delicate act.
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Republic of Chile
Area: 756,950 Km2

Capital: Santiago.

Population: 16,598,074 (2007, estimate)

Currency: Peso (CLP)

GDP (nominal): 145.205 billion.

GDP (PPP adjusted): 222,671 billion

GDP per capita. $13,804

Chile: Open for Business
OECD invitation to Chile to

join the organization has
grabbed the attention from
investors around the world.

Many investors who don't
know too much about Chile

wonder how Chile is able to

appear well positioned on
global economic, free trade
and transparency rankings.
The name Chile is sup¬
posed to be derived from
Mapuche and Araucanian

Minister Alejandro Ferreiro language; Mapuches and
Araucanians were the first settlers of this region be¬
fore the Spanish immigration.
Chile is widely known for fine wines in oenology circles
and for being the world's largest producer of copper.
This is quite true, however there is much more than
minerals and vineyards on this fabulous country, deep
in the south on the American continent.

In 2006, Chile experienced a trade boom registering a
31% increase over 2005; the skyrocketed price of cop¬
per gave that boost. Nevertheless Chile is preparing
for times when the mineral commodities are priced at
their lowest. The country has created a fund to save
the surpluses and has a vast international free trade
network and a large portfolio of products and services
to offer.

The People's Republic of China just became the main
trade partner of Chile, as shown by a report published
by the National Customs Service last July. Exports to
the People's Republic of China grew more than 100%
based mainly in mineral related products and cellu¬
lose. The U.S.A. came second as the next largest Chil¬
ean export destination. Chile posses Free Trade Agree¬
ments with these two nations.

The vast network of Free Trade Agreements that the
country possesses has positively influenced Chile's

trade. "These Free Trade

Agreements represent not
only an attractive export
platform for companies
that set up here but also
as a quality seal for our
exports, since these agree¬
ments are made with

countries which also are

trustworthy and praised for
their legal and commercial
practices as well as for the
quality in their products",
explained Mr. Alejandro
Ferreiro Yazigi, Chilean Min¬
ister for Economy. Chile has

substantially sealed Free Trade Agreements with the
most important countries and economic blocks like
Mexico, Central America, United States, Canada, the

European Union, South Korea and lately the People's
Republic of China, the country is also an associated
member of the Mercosur.

Carlos Alvares,

Vice-President of Corio

"These agreements have allowed Chile to diversify the
products of its exports. With this we aim to avoid the
dependency on any specific region or recipient of our
exports." Detailed Minister Ferreiro.
Minister Ferreiro pointed out that Chile's clear and
stable rules and regulations are a key ingredient in
doing everyday business in Chile. "These legal and
economic strengths have permitted Chile to stand
out from the rest of the economies of the region with
little volatility, good economic figures and attractive
economic growth levels. We are a country that has
doubled its per capita income in the last 15 years. To¬
day we have a nominal 1 0,000 USD per capita income
and PPP adjusted for more than 13,000 USD", Minis¬
ter Ferreiro said.

The energy challenge
Chile is one of the countries in America with one of

the most efficient electricity markets with both regu¬
lated and un-regulated consumers. Regulated con¬
sumers are charged an amount of money fixed by

the authorities while the

^^^^ un-regulated consumers
^MÊ |^k enjoy the freedom of nego-
K H tiating directly with service

providers. The unregulated
¥ _ ,' consumers are mainly large

companies including the
mining corporations.
Chile is not self sufficient

in the generation of elec¬
tricity and the country is
highly dependent on fuel
(crude oil, natural gas and
coal) imports. The cut back

Julio Friedman. CEO. of supp|jes by Argentina
Alstom Chile combined with the Bolivian
veto to the sale of natural gas to Chile, have created
a national discussion on creating an energy supply
policy for the future. In the short term, many compa¬
nies have moved to diesel, however this fuel is highly
expensive.
Energy supply represents an important challenge for
the development of the country. Mr. Julio Friedmann,
country president of Alstom states; "There are going to
be heavy investments needed in electricity generation.
The Chilean Government should participate more in
the long term planning of the energy strategy. Here in
Chile sometimes the state does not get involved very
actively in order not to confuse its participation with
intromition. However, long term planning cannot be
left simply to the forces of supply and demand."
The private companies active in the electricity sec¬
tor have reacted fast; new investments in electricity
generation have begun. The CGE Group, a company
involved in electricity transmission S distribution, as
well as gas distribution through its subsidiaries Gasco
and Metrogas, has entered the electricity generation
sector and has announced several upcoming projects;
"CGE Group is currently active in electricity transmis¬
sion & distribution and we have a number of energy
generation projects, both hydroelectrical and thermal

powered. Electricity
generation is currently
the most challeng¬
ing area of the energy

jPy r*t "^^^ I sector", described Mr.
f;m A ^^ Pablo Guarda, C.E.O. of

CGE, a holding group
m with a rich background
'£ dating back to 1905.

Mr. Guarda shed more

" ij^ light on these electric-
, ..-, ity generation projects;

President Michelle Bachelet have just beg(Jn
activities in electricity generation. With the ups and
downs of Argentinean gas supply, energy genera¬
tion has become a very attractive area to invest in.
We have some thermo electrical projects and a larger
hydro electrical project - the Rio Nuble project. It is
a run-of-river hydropower plant planned to produce
140 MW with a low environmental impact. The proj¬
ect just passed environmental evaluations by the au¬
thority. The Rio Nuble project will be located 400 km
south of Santiago and represents a 200 million USD
investment. The project is vital for Chile's increasinç

energy demand". Chile
possesses a central inter
connected system, which
allows electricity generatec
in the Rio Nuble to be trans

mitted to a large portion o'
the country.
According to Mr. Guarda
this project would be the
first one using the rights
that CGE owns. Coal con¬

sumption for electricity
generation is on the rise
and Mr. Guarda agrees with
leaders of several other

electricity companies that it
will keep growing due to its large availability on the
world markets. "At the moment, the demand for coal

is as high as that for natural gas in electricity genera¬
tion. This is in order with the needed diversification of

the energy supply base. Either way, Chile will in time
need to consider the nuclear option." In the end it
seems that the Argentinean natural gas cut back may
be doing Chile a great favor by further convincing the
country that it cannot depend on its neighbors for its
energy sustenance. All options will have to be taken
into consideration.

This challenge might be converted into opportunity
for companies that have an intelligent solution to it.
There have been calls for the construction of plants to
process liquefied natural gas (LNG); in response to this

^^_^^^^^^^^_ opportunity CGE is partici-
m* pating through its subsid-
^& ^^^^*^^B ' lary Metrogas, in the con-

m.^" ft. struction of a re-gasification
I plant for LNG in Quintero

Bay. Chilean President Mrs.
Michelle Bachelet and En¬

ergy and Mining Minister
Mrs. Karen Poniachik at¬

tended the construction

commencement ceremony.

The project represents a
total investment of 940

million USD and holds con¬

tracts to supply the gas by
vessels to this plant. The

state run energy company ENAP, headed by Enrique
Davila and Endesa, headed by Rafael Mateo Alcala will
also participate.

Pablo Guarda, CEO,

Grupo CGE

Enrique Davila,
GM ENAP
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Mr. Guarda explains how the large projects are
planned at CGE; "The holding company plans these
iarge projects and we take advantage of the capa¬
bilities of each of our subsidiaries in order to execute

them. We are responsible for the funding, the plan¬
ning and legal & regulatory framework. The company
has a long-term perspective. We are a solid corpora¬
tion listed on the Santiago Stock Exchange and two
years ago we celebrated our 100"' anniversary."
According to Mr. Guarda, CGE is very well prepared for
the future: "We are in a highly regulated market and
besides the government regulations of this industry,
CGE - as a listed company - has to be very transparent
in all its activities. This organization is such that each
subsidiary focuses its activities within defined geo¬
graphical regions and as such have achieved a large
presence in the regions they operate in - we have a
very good coverage of the country."
Chile is still the most important market for CGE, with
the electricity market bringing about 80% of the
company's income and another 15% coming from its
gas operations. The company also has international
operations consisting of electricity distribution in
Tucuman, San Juan and Jujuy States in Argentina and
natural gas distribution in the Argentinean northeast¬
ern region.
"CGE has a very high growth rate and we are always
investing through all our subsidiaries. We invest about
200 million U.S.D a year, only in organic facilities ex¬
pansion, and to that we add special investments such
as acquisitions. At our current growth rate, we are
certainly looking at investing abroad. The Argentinean
experience has been tough since the rules have been
changed in a significant way. On the other hand Chile
is very transparent and it can be perceived as a role
model in private operations in utilities."

Mining sector

Leonardo Farkas Klein,

Chairman Minera Santa

Barbara

Chile's iron revamp.

Minera Santa Barbara and Minera Santa Fe used to

control 90% of the iron/ore production from 1940
to 1970 with about 40 mines working. At that time.

Chile used to be an impor¬
tant iron producer, with
about 10% of the world

exports. Today Chile barely
exports iron, but that might
change soon.
A very proactive and ex-
troversive Chilean investor

named Leonardo Farkas

Klein, returned to his home

country a couple of years
ago. After being in the U.S.
for more than 20 years, he
came back with an ambi¬

tious goal on his mind; to
become the largest pro¬
ducer of iron in the country

and to re-establish Chile as a relevant iron producer.
Indeed they are ambitious goals, even more if we
consider that Mr. Farkas Klein is new to the mining
industry. However, it seems he has the mining talent
in his blood, considering the fact that his ancestors
have been involved in the business for the last three

generations.
According to Mr. Farkas, "When I arrived back in
Chile, after living for more than 20 years in the United
States. All the land where the old Minera Santa Bar¬

bara used to operate was inactive. I had to restart
the mining operations from scratch. Today I control
about 160,000 hectares of land and two operations
running with 4 or 5 more scheduled to open soon."
He added; "All the government permits for these new
projects have been obtained including environmental
permits."
The companies where Mr. Farkas Klein has invested
upon his arrival are Minera Santa Barbara and Minera
Santa Fe in which he serves on both boards as Chair¬

man. At Minera Santa Barbara, he is in partnership
with the Australian mining company Admiralty Re¬
sources.

For Minera Santa Barbara the reactivation of its mines

gulped an initial investment of about $ 45 million
U.S.D and the company plans to achieve an annual

MINERA SANTA BARBARA
SINCE 1950

www.minerasantabarbara.com

phone: +(56-2)2077175 fax +(56-2)2079524
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MINERA

SANTA
NCI

production between 1.5 and 7 million tonnes of iron
ore over the coming decade, with a minimum Fe con¬
tent of 63,5%.

Mr. Farkas is very optimist about the future of these
mines; "Last April, we started the exportation of iron
from the port of Caldera, Chile, to Wuhan Iron and
Steel Co in China and 2 month ago we started export¬
ing iron from Santa Fe to Sino Steel also in China."
Mr. Farkas is taking care of every detail in order to
secure the success of the Santa Barbara exports: "We
just gained government approval to start construct¬
ing our own port named Punta Alcalde, this port is
just 45 miles from the mines and it will have the ca¬
pacity to berth huge vessels weighing up to 300,000
tonnes. The plan is to have this port ready in about 2
to 3 years." Mr. Farkas confidently added that a coal
power plant would be constructed to provide the en¬
ergy required for the operation of the mines and other
third parties in the area.
Mr. Farkas Klein stated that from estimations, Santa

Barbara has reserves to produce about 100 million
tonnes of final product. Santa Fe has already signed
a 10 year contract with Sinosteel to deliver 1 million
tonnes a year, which in time would be increased to
1.5 million tonnes a year.
"The shipments from Santa Fe started two months
ago and Sinosteel is very happy because the mineral
quality has surpassed their expectations. The mines
contained in the properties belonging to Santa Fe
have great potential, a possible partnership to exploit
these mines further is being considered." Mr. Farkas
also pointed out that his plan is to achieve a 10 mil¬
lion tonne steel total annual production. Mr. Farkas
Klein states that this goal is truly feasible; "In the 50's
& 60's, my family used to export 10 million tonnes
a year, presently the whole of Chile doesn't export
more than 7 million tonnes. We are planning to
change this and that is why we are investing heavily
on exploration, having several other mining projects
being studied."
Mr. Farkas Klein becomes even more enthusiastic

when describing the other mining projects he has in
mind, one of them is the Shandor Project with esti¬
mated resources of 500 million tonnes of iron, 33%

to 35% Fe content, only 22km from the pacific Ocean
which would require an investment of 200 million
USD plus 150 million USD needed for the construc¬
tion of a port; some Chinese companies have ex¬
pressed their interest in building a joint venture with
Mr. Farkas Klein.

As if the projects on iron are not enough for Mr. Farkas
Klein, he has a unique project named Eroush, which is
focused on exploiting Oil & tar sands. Tar sands also
known as bituminous sands are a mixture of sand or

clay, rocks water, and extremely heavy crude oil. These
deposits were discovered in the thirties in Chile but

because the oil barrel prices were very low, the depos¬
its were not economically feasible.
Companies like Chevron, Shell and Petrochina have
shown interest on these deposits. Other projects
Mr. Farkas commented are related to minerals such

as nickel, chromites and gold. Mr. Farkas explains,
"There are a lot of opportunities in the mining sector
here. However everybody concentrates on copper. I
prefer to develop other minerals."
But for Mr. Farkas Klein this business is not just about
minerals and rocks, he is very involved with the com¬
munities where the mines are located. Besides the

obvious direct and indirect employment generated by
the investments on the mining projects both Minera
Santa Fe and Minera Santa Barbara are engaged in a
lot of social work in the communities where they are
present.

The word Farkas means wolf in Hungarian and Mr.
Leonardo Farkas Klein has proved time and again that
he seems to have a very good sense of smell for find¬
ing business opportunities.

The promised land of copper.

The high prices of copper have greatly benefited Chile,
being the world's largest producer of copper and mo¬
lybdenum, a side product found in the copper depos¬
its. One of the biggest companies dedicated to the
mining of copper is without doubt Antofagasta Min¬
erals, a subsidiary of Antofagasta PLC, the multina¬
tional mining group controlled by the Chilean Luksic
family. Antofagasta PLC is the only Chilean controlled
company listed on the London Stock Exchange and

WWW.GLOBALPRESS.ORG
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Marcelo Awad, CEO.

Antofagasta Minerals

part of FT 100. About 35% of Antofagasta's shares
are free floated.

Mr. Marcelo Awad, the C.E.O. of Antofagasta Minerals
explained to us the operations of the company, "We
have three mining operations in Chile; Los Pelambres,
Tesoro and Michilla, totaling close to half a million tons

of fine copper and close to
10.000 tons of molybde¬
num per year. In Los Pelam¬
bres, we own a 60% stake

and are in partner with two
Japanese consortiums; at
the Tesoro mine, we own a

1100% stake and at Michilla,
we own a 74% stake."

The mining business is very

^^ ^H unique, most of the invest
ments are high risk and

Jm H I the returns are on the long
term. Companies have to
take time in mapping out
their investment strategies.

Mr. Awad describes how Antofagasta has planned it
latest investments. "Starting 2005 we began imple¬
menting a 5 year plan involving an expansion of the
company's international operations as well as busi¬
ness diversification to include mining of gold. Before
this plan, we were only involved in mining of copper
and molybdenum."
Mr. Awad further explained to us about the recently
announced project called La Esperanza, which in¬
volves gold production. "The most recent project is
La Esperanza, in which we hold a 100% stake. The
project just passed the feasibility study and it will rep¬
resent an investment of 1,500 million U.S.D. This mine

possesses a good concentration of copper and gold,
and is expected to begin operations in 2010."
The mining companies present in Chile have commit¬
ted significant resources for their future development.
"We have invested about 45 million U.S.D in La Espe¬
ranza for the last 3 years mainly in exploration, engi¬
neering and feasibility studies."
The La Esperanza project is planned to be developed
initially as a 98,000 tonnes per day of ore treatment,

producing annually 200,000 tonnes of copper in con¬
centrates and 230,000 ounces of gold, for the first ten
years of operations.
Besides the mine at La Esperanza, which is just start¬
ing, Antofagasta has a 3,000 million USD investment
portfolio for the years 2008 to 201 1 .
Mr. Awad is very optimistic about future explorations:
"Just adjacent to La Esperanza, we own many proper¬
ties which we are also exploring for mineral deposits.
These properties have very good potential. We are al¬
ready working on a strategic plan for fiscal years 2008
through 2015. With this super cycle on the copper
market our cash flows are much higher, these are an
incentive for us to increase the investments."

Antofagasta's projects go beyond Chile or the American
continent. For example, as a result of the recent acqui¬
sition of Tethyan Copper by Antofagasta last year April,
Antofagasta established a 50:50 joint venture with the
Barrick Gold Corporation over Tethyan's mineral inter¬
ests in Pakistan. Production should start in 2012.

It is predicted that copper prices will remain high for a
long time, however the copper industry saw very low
prices for the mineral from 1997 up to 2003 when
the average price was about 75 cents per pound. The
price however, has on an average been 2.20 USD from
2004 through 2007. Mr. Awad explained to us that in
any mining investment, the length of time the mine
will remain active must be taken into account in order

to take maximum advantage of the high prices seen
in certain seasons and for the investment to produce
returns and make a profit.
Mr. Awad also took time to explain how Antofagasta
Minerals works together with communities in its areas
of operations: "We have defined in Antofagasta Min¬
erals to be a profitable company, feasible throughout
the time. Its more than being a big contributor to the
economy; we also take great pride in creating proj¬
ects in which both host communities as well as the

environment are in strong consideration. Early at the
inception of any project, we have technical working
groups monitoring the impact of our operations to
the environment and creating an awareness of the re¬
sults amongst members of host communities; as well
as involve them in a bulk of some of the operations."

A good example of this involvement is at the Los
Pelambres mine. The mine is based in the Choapa
Valley, a predominately agro based region and here,
mining and agriculture, co-exist together without one
affecting the other. "We have been working this mine
for about 1 0 years with a lot of support from the local
community. We employ over 60% of the work force
from the region. There are more than 3,500 people
working there, between direct employees and sub¬
contractors."

Mr. Awad commended the regulations and high stan¬
dards of mining in Chile, and he admits being confi¬
dent that to participate in the mining industry in Chile
is to seed on a fertile soil.

Xstrata, copper's rising star.

If mining has been the key sector for fueling the high
growth of the Chilean economy in the last few years,
the sustained high prices of mining products includ¬
ing copper on the international market has been the

propellant behind the success of a number of compa¬
nies. One such company is Xstrata Copper.
Xstrata Copper is the single global copper business
of Xstrata Pic, an international diversified mining
company headquartered in Switzerland. The compa¬
ny's stocks are listed on both the London (LSE: XTA)

and Swiss Stock Exchanges
(SWX).
Xstrata has diversified its

commodity portfolio and
geographical presence
through a series of acqui¬
sitions over the past five
years. Xstrata Pic began its
copper mining operations
in 2003 with the acquisition

of Australia's MIM Holdings
but Xstrata Copper -as a
business entity-was created
within a year in 2004.

Charlie Sartain, Chief Fx- Headquartered in Bris-
ecutive Xstrata Copper bane, Australia, Xstrata
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Copper has regional offices in Santiago de Chile and
is led by Mr. Charlie Sartain as its Chief Executive.
According to Mr. Sartain, "Xstrata Copper is one of
Xstrata Pic commodity business units. Soon after it's
creation, we decided to develop business operations
in Chile, and to become a recognized leader in the
global copper mining business. It was only last year
that we developed a strong operating presence in
the country through the acquisition of Falconbridge.
The acquisition doubled the size of our copper min¬
ing business worldwide and gave us a large presence
here in Chile."

"Xstrata Copper currently operates in five countries;
Australia, Argentina, Chile, Canada and Peru. Other
projects are being developed in the Philippines and
Papua New Guinea. Within the last 5 years, Xstrata
has grown into a major global diversified mining
player with market capitalization standing at USD 60
billion.

Since the acquisition of the Canadian giant, Falcon-
bridge, Xstrata Copper has become the 4th largest
producer of copper worldwide. This acquisition has
strengthened the position of Xstrata Pic in the zinc,
nickel and alloy markets too." sums up Mr. Sartain.
Mr. Sartain stated that holding a presence in Chile
is of significant interest to Xstrata Copper. The com¬
pany's principal interests in the country include the
Altonorte Smelter, near the city of Antofagasta and
the Lomas Bayas mine in the Atacama Desert. The
company also possesses a 44% share in the Compa-
riia Minera Doha Inès de Collahuasi, which operates
the Collahuasi mine in Region I, Northern Chile.
Elsewhere in Chile, Xstrata Copper is developing a
project called El Morro in Region III, which is in the
feasibility study stage. Across the border in Argen¬
tina, the company is developing the El Paction proj¬
ect, which due to its close proximity to the Chilean
frontier is covered by a binational treaty between the
two countries.

Mr. Sartain declares further, "Our business strategy

is to keep growing by acquisitions, continued explo¬
ration, increasing efficiencies of business operations
and expansion of existing assets."
Two of the company's expansions in Chile are at the
Lomas Bayas open pit mine. These projects aim to
increase by 10% the production capacity of Lomas
Bayas (from 65 000 to 75 000 tpa.) and, increase the
life span of the mine from its current life expectancy
of 2013 to 2020. These two projects will require in¬
vestments of USD 70 million and USD 200 million

respectively. Xstrata Copper, along with its joint
venture partners, are also evaluating two projects to
more than double production capacity at the Colla¬
huasi mine. If these expansions are approved, Xstrata
Copper and its partners, Anglo American and Mitsui
& Co Ltd, would invest over USD 2 100 million in the

projects.
The monetary value of all capital investments in Chile
planned by Xstrata Copper exceeds USD 5 billion. The
company clearly understands the importance of min¬
ing to economic development and the need for cor¬
porate responsibility in the sustainable development
of host communities.

According to Mr. Sartain, "In our strategy for develop¬
ing projects, we have to take into consideration the
issue of sustainable development; one which should
be integrated with the communities, their water and
energy resources."
Xstrata Copper has begun focusing on energy with
the development of a hydroelectric generation proj¬
ect in the area of Aysén in Region XI in the south
of Chile. The project is being developed by Energia
Austral Ltd, a subsidiary of Xstrata Copper and con¬
sists of a proposed hydroelectric dam, the Rio Cuervo,
with a planned 600 MW capacity. The company has
earmarked at least USD 600 million for the implemen¬

tation of this project. The production capacity of this
plant would far exceed the amount of power needed
for Xstrata Copper's mining operations in the region
and would provide a new source of power for domes¬
tic use in Chile.

In Chile, the majority of mines are located miles
away from urban centers providing the opportunity
to create employment opportunities within rural
communities, and ultimately improve the standard
of living of rural residents. From an economic stand¬
point, this move discourages rural-urban migration,
a big problem in many countries. Xstrata Copper
also plays an active role in social programs in the
communities where it has operations. Xstrata Pic

presently invests 1% of all profits before tax in its
Corporate Social Involvement (CSI) programs with
the money allocated according to country need,
among other factors.

The company has over 2 500 employees working in
Chile. On managing the huge human resource base,
Mr. Sartain explains, "we have in place a decentral¬

ized management structure for more effective contact
with operations and with workers and the worker's
union. The new Chilean sub-contracting law also re¬

quires contracting companies to address specific is¬
sues including human resource issues, with compa¬
nies we hire."

For the time being, Xstrata Copper has maintained
a steady rate of growth. "We feel very comfortable
operating here in Chile; we have a good base for
further growth although, the stability of this coun¬
try and its institutions have very important roles to
play."

The Focus on technology

The new goal of the Chilean

government is to focus on
technology related foreign
investment.

"Chile is currently looking to
attract companies that offer

technology transfer. The

idea is to bring companies
in sectors like biotechnol¬

ogy, software development
and outsourcing." Said

Mario Norero, Minister Ferrreiro. He men-
Alcatel Lucent tioned that during 2006

Chile started increasing the incentives offered to

technology-oriented companies planning to invest in
the country. In charge of promoting foreign invest¬
ment is Corfo, the national investment and develop¬
ment agency headed by its Executive vice-president
Mr. Carlos Alvarez who explained us how Chile is at¬

tracting this technology companies; "In the area of
technology Corfo is attracting companies that have
tech oriented activities and global service centers for
companies that want to offshore their Information
Technology Enabled Services (ITES), such as Business
Processing Outsourcing and Knowledge Processing
Outsourcing. There are already companies who have
decided to set up those kinds of operations here, in¬
cluding companies like Citi Group, Banco Santander,
Oracle, Delta Airlines and Unilever.

One of the main selling points for attracting tech-
oriented investments is the optimum telecommuni¬
cation infrastructure. Mr. Alvarez explains; "Chile is
one of the most e-ready countries in America. Broad¬
band penetration is high and there is a solid basis of
human resources." One of the latest technologies to
be implemented in Chile is the Wimax technology;
this technology allows telephony and broadband
Internet to be delivered wireless to end-users. "The

Wimax technology does not replace any of the ex¬
istent technologies such as ADSL. The technology
complements the existent ones. The idea is about
creating more choices for the users. The sum of the
technologies will permit people to be always con¬
nected, no matter where they are, even if they are in

motion. Sounds simple, but behind this "always on"
concept, there is a lot of technology behind." Said
Mr. Mario Norero, Alcatel- Lucent's Managing Direc¬
tor for the South Cone Sub-zone. Alcatel-Lucent is

one of the companies behind the Wimax technol¬

ogy, which was just launched few months ago and
that will permit Chile to be covered with wireless
broadband.

Another innovative technology that most likely will be
launched soon in Chile, in which Alcatel-Lucent is also

a world leader is IPTV. IPTV is a system in which using
Internet Protocol; a digital television service is deliv¬
ered over a network infrastructure.

Chile
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Medical

technology
Technology is one of the main drivers of

higher spending on healthcare. New
innovations can improve the efficiency

of individual treatments, but higher demand
for those treatments puts upward pressure on
costs. This applies to diagnostic technologies,
such as computed tomography scanners (CT
and CAT scanners) or magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) units, and therapeutic
technology like radiation therapy CT scanners
and MRI units have increased in most OECD

countries over the past 15 years. Japan has by
far the highest number of MRI and CT
scanners per capita. The US comes next for
MRI units and third for CT scanners, after

Australia. However, not all OECD countries

enjoy the same availability of this technology
Given their relatively high costs, the number of
MRI units and CT scanners per capita is lowest
in countries such as Mexico, Hungary and
Turkey The distnbution of mammography
used to diagnose breast cancer is similar,
though with the UK also relatively low. The
highest availability per capita was in France.

Healthy distribution?
Selected countries*

MRI units,

per million population,
2005, or latest year avaiiable

* for more countries see www.oecd.org/health/heallhdata

Source: OECD Health Data 2007

Early diagnosis can increase survival rates from
breast cancer, and public health campaigns
have driven the use of mammography
throughout the OECD area. Health at a Glance
2007 notes that while some countries like the

Mammograph devices,
per million population,

2005, or latest year available

sta.tL.ink mnoa http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/114048434454

US are intensive users of medical technology,
ensuring that expensive technology is used
effectively is not easy, though proper
assessments of cost-effectiveness and

reimbursement incentives can help.

Mexican

infrastructure

Mexico has made great economic
strides over the past decade, and
output growth is expected to reach

3.5-4% in 2008. However, the latest

Economic Survey of Mexico says that only a
renewed reform effort will raise the

economy to a higher plane of growth and
help close the gap with wealthier OECD
countries. One area for action examined in

the report is how to lift the quality and
quantity of infrastructure services, whether
in transport and telecommunications or
energy. Policy efforts have reduced restrictive
regulations and boosted competition in
railways and ports, for instance, but further
improvements would not only help give
productivity, innovation and growth an extra
fillip, but would allow Mexico to draw
maximum benefits from globalisation, the

report suggests.

Extent of restrictive regulation in network industries, 2003
The scale of indicators is 0-6, from least to most restrictive

Road Rail Telecom Post Electricity
1 . Unweighted averages. The OECD coverage varies from 21 lo 29 countries depending on the sector.

Source: OECD (2007), Economic Survey of Mexico statLink shp» http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/104548855767

Mexico's regulatory environment is more
restrictive than the OECD average for
electricity, gas and postal services, for a start.
Even in transport where regulations are
relatively less restrictive, there is room for

improvement. Take roads, for instance. About

80% of land cargo is transported by buses and
trucks, but while the authorities have

successfully encouraged private sector

participation in road building and
maintenance, the country's ageing road system
is still in poor repair at federal level,
particularly at state and local levels. The

authors believe that as well as regulatory
changes to bolster these partnerships, an
increase in public spending on road
maintenance could bring the connectivity and
density that Mexico's busy economy needs.
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% change from: le

previous

period

previous

year

curieni

period

same period

last year

\ istralia Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Q2 07

Aug. 07

Q2 07

0.9

0.0

1.2

4.3

1.9

2,1

Current balance

Unemployment rate

Interest rate

Q2 07

Aug. 07

Aug. 07

-13.30

4.30

6.75

-10.11

4.70

6.19#

\ Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Q2 07

Aug. 07

Aug. 07

0.9

0.0

-0.1

3.5

5.9

1.7

Current balance

Unemployment rate

Interest rate

Q4 05

Aug. 07

-0.46

4.30

-0.86

4.60

Belgium

d
Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Q2 07

Aug. 07

Sept. 07

0.6

-0.3

0.1

2.9

1.2

1.5

Current balance

Unemployment rate

Interest rate

Q2 07

Aug. 07

1.11

7.70

3.36

8,20

Canada Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Q2 07

Aug. 07

Aug. 07

0.8

-0.3

-0.3

2.5

1.7

1.7

Current balance

Unemployment rate

Interest rate

Q2 07

Aug. 07

Sept. 07

7.61

6.00

5.29

3.86

6.40

4.32

Czech Republic Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Q2 07

Aug. 07

Aug. 07

1.4

0.6

0.3

6.0

12.5

2,7

Current balance

Unemployment rate

Interest rate

Q2 07

Aug. 07

Sept. 07

-1.76

5.30

3.46

-1.34

7.00

2.49

Denmark

ES
Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Q2 07

Aug. 07

Aug. 07

-0.4

0.5

-0.2

0.6

1.0

1.1

Current balance

Unemployment rate-

Interest rate

Q2 07

Aug. 07

Aug. 07

1.28

3.30

4.53

1.35

3.80

3.29

m aland Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Q2 07

Aug. 07

Aug. 07

0.9

-0.2

0.1

4.7

1.9

2.3

Current balance

Unemployment rate

Interest rate

Jul. 07

Aug. 07

1.62

6.90

0.78

7.70

France

El
Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Q2 07

Aug. 07

Aug. 07

0.3

-0.7

0.4

1.3

0.3

1.2

Current balance

Unemployment rate

Interest rate

Jul. 07

Aug. 07

-3.03

8.60

-2.86

9.50

c *rmany Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Q2 07

Aug. 07

Aug. 07

0.3

-0.7

-0.1

2.5

0.8

1.9

Current balance

Unemployment rate

Interest rate

Q2 07

Aug. 07

53.04

6.30

35.38

8.40

(, recce Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Q2 07

Aug. 07

Aug. 07

-0.9

0.4

-0.7

4.1

0.6

2.5

Current balance

Unemployment rate

Interest rate

Jul. 07

Jun. 07

-4.45

8.40

-1.76

9.00

Hungary Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Q2 07

Aug. 07

Aug. 07

0.1

0.7

-0.1

1.6

11.5

8.3

Current balance

Unemployment rate

Interest rate

Q2 07

Aug. 07

Sept. 07

-2.00

7.30

7.44

-1.79

7.50

7.76

Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Q2 07

Sept. 07

2.2

1.3

2.0

4.2

Current balance

Unemployment rate

Interest rate

Q2 07

Aug. 07

Aug. 07

-0.79

0.90

15.00

-0.94

1.20

13.93

ii

II
Ireland Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Q2 07

Aug. 07

Aug. 07

-1.4

-1.1

0.5

5.5

3.6

4.8

Current balance

Unemployment rate

Interest rate

Q2 07

Aug. 07

-2.30

4.70

-2.38

4.40

Italy Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Q2 07

Aug. 07

Sept. 07

0.1

-1.3

0.0

1.8

-3.3

1.7

Current balance

Unemployment rale

Interest rate

Apr 07

Jun. 07

-3.81

5.90

-2.73

6.80

Ja )an Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Q2 07

Aug. 07

Aug. 07

-0.3

-0.8

0.5

1.7

-1.9

-0.2

Current balance

Unemployment rate

Interest rate

Jul. 07

Aug. 07

Aug. 07

14.44

3.80

0.74

14.12

4.10

0.38

Korea Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Q2 07

Aug. 07

Sept. 07

1.8

-3.1

0.6

5.0

5.5

2.3

Current balance

Unemployment rate

Interest rate

Aug. 07

Aug. 07

Sept. 07

1.83

3.20

5.34

0.64

3.40

4.64

9~%
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Indicators

% change from:

previous

period

current

period
same period

last year

Luxembourg Gross domestic product Q] 07 1.6 6.2 Current balance 02 07 1.86 1.82

1 Leading indicator Aug. 07 -1.0 1.4 Unemployment rate Aug. 07 5.00 4.70

Consumer price index Sept. 07 0.1 2.1 Interest rate *

Mexico Gross domestic product 02 07 1.3 2.8 Current balance 02 07 -2.23 -0.99

|#| Leading indicator Aug. 07 3.5 4.8 Unemployment rate Aug. 07 3.60 3.70

m_M Consumer price index Aug. 07 0.4 4.0 Interest rate Sept. 07 7.36 7.18

Netherlands Gross domestic product Q2 07 0.3 2.4 Current balance Q2 07 12.47 1 5.63

i Leading indicator Aug. 07 0.1 1.9 Unemployment rate Aug. 07 3.30 4.00

Consumer price index Aug. 07 0.2 1.1 Interest rate * "'

New Zealand Gross domestic product 02 07 0.8 3.8 Current balance Q2 07 -2.53 -2.08

Leading indicator Jun. 07 -0.6 -0.8 Unemployment rate Q2 07 3.60 3.60

J Consumer price index 02 07 1.0 2.0 Interest rate Sept. 07 8.81 7.56

Norway Gross domestic product 02 07 0.9 3.7 Current balance Q2 07 13.72 15.37

II Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Aug. 07

Aug. 07

0.0

-0.1

5.3

0.4

Unemployment rate

Interest rate

Jul. 07

Sept. 07

2.50

5.51

3.50

II 3.37

P« iland Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

02 07

Aug. 07

1.7

-0.3

6.9

3.0

Current balance

Unemployment rate

lui. 07

Aug. 07

-1.68

9.10

-0.57

13.30

Consumer price index Aug. 07 -0.4 1.5 Interest rate Aug. 07 5.03 4.19

Portugal Gross domestic product 02 07 0.5 1.6 Current balance Jul. 07 -1.59 -1.76

1 $& Leading indicator Aug. 07 0.4 4.1 Unemployment rate Aug. 07 8.30 7.50

Consumer price index Aug. 07 -0.4 2.1 Interest rate « *

Slovak Repuh ic Gross domestic product 02 07 2.4 9.8 Current balance Q2 07 -1.01 -0.87

£
Leading indicator Aug. 07 -0.3 8.3 Unemployment rale Aug. 07 11.10 13.00

Consumer price index Aug. 07 0.1 2.3 Interest rate Aug. 07 8.20 8.48

Spain Gross domestic product Q2 07 0.9 4.0 Current balance Jun. 07 -9.66 -7.47

^^^~ Leading indicator Aug. 07 0.2 -0.2 Unemployment rate Aug. 07 8.00 8.30

Consumer price index Aug. 07 0.1 2.2 Interest rate * *

Sweden Gross domestic product Q2 07 0.9 3.2 Current balance Q2 07 6.35 6.10

5 Leading indicator Aug. 07 -0.9 0.1 Unemployment rale Aug. 07 5.50 6.90

M^M Consumer price index Aug. 07 0.0 1.8 Interest rate Sept. 07 3.62 2.54

Switzerland Gross domestic product Q2 07 0.7 2.8 Current balance 02 07 19.51 14.45

rj Leading indicator Aug. 07 0.4 -0.8 Unemployment rate 02 07 3.60 4.00

Consumer price index Sept. 07 0.1 0.7 Interest rate Sept. 07 2.79 1.81

Turkey Gross domestic product 02 07 0.1 4.0 Current balance 02 07 -8.63 -9.64

r* Leading indicator Dec. 06 0.2 -0.7 Unemployment rale Jun. 07 8.80 8.80

Consumer price index Aug. 07 0.0 7.4 Interest rate lui. 07 16.12 20.86

United Kingdimi Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Q2 07

Aug. 07

0.8

-0.6

3.1

0.2

Current balance

Unemployment rate

Q2 07

Jun. 07

-17.98

5.20

-12.93

^Jl^ 5.40

^ir^s Consumer price index Aug. 07 0.3 1.8 Interest rate Sept. 07 6.58 4 98

I lilcd States Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Consumer price index

Q2 07

Aug. 07

Aug. 07

0.9

-0.7

-0.2

1.9

2,1

2.0

Current balance

Unemployment rate

Interest rate

02 07

Aug. 07

Aug. 07

-190.79

4.60

5.49

-205.60

^^° 4.70

5.38

1 i ro area Gross domestic product

Leading indicator

Q2 07

Aug. 07

0.3

-0.5

2.5

0.3

Current balance

Unemployment rate

Jul. 07

Aug. 07

2.26

6.90

-4.92

7.80

Consumer price index Aug. 07 0.1 1.7 Interest rate Sept. 07 4.74 3.34

Definitions and notes

Gross Domestic Product:

Indicator based on other

or employment, housing
movements in industrial

Index: Measures changes

Volume series; seasonally adjusted. Leading Indicators: A composite
indicators of economic activity (qualitative opinions on production
permits, Financial or monetary series, etc.), which signals cyclical
production from six to nine months in advance; Consumer Price

in average retail prices of a fixed basket of goods and services.

Current Balance: Billion USS; seasonally adjusted; Unemployment Rate: % of civilian labour
force standardised unemployment rate; national definitions for Iceland, Mexico and Turkey;
seasonally adjusted apart from Turkey; Interest Rate: Three months. *refer to Euro area. ..=not
available.

Source: Main Economic Indicators, October 2007.
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Humanitarian

aid rises

One role of development aid is
humanitarian assistance to help
victims of natural disasters, famine

and conflict. Since 2000 the trend has been

rising sharply, reaching some 6-7% of total
bilateral official development assistance in
2005, or some US$7.1 billion (constant

2005 prices). Humanitarian aid first rose
markedly in response to the Ethiopian
famine of 1985. A surge in the early 1990s
was due to civil war in Somalia, the former

Yugoslavia and Rwanda. The spike in 1999
reflected man-made and natural disasters: for

the victims of the Kosovo war on the one

hand and of Hurricane Mitch that struck the

Caribbean and Central America in 1 998 on

the other. The steep upward trend since
2001 reflects humanitarian aid to

Afghanistan, Iraq, the countries affected by
the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, and most

recently, assistance for Darfur (Sudan).

Disastrous trend

Total bilateral humanitarian assistance, 1987-2005, US$, constant 2005 prices
8 000 r

7 000

6 000

5 000

(000

3 000

2 000

1000

Note: A chart from 1971 to 2005 is available at www.oecdobserver.org, search word humanitarian

Source: OECD DAC

Multilateral and private humanitarian aid
generally follows the same trends as bilateral
humanitarian aid, and totals about half the

amount. However, precise figures are difficult

10 compile, reflecting the multiplicity ol
agencies and programmes involved.

Visit www.oecd.org/development

Spreading crops
There were 1 02 million hectares of

commercially grown transgenic
(or genetically-modified) crops

worldwide in 2006. In 1996 that total

stood at 1.7 million hectares. These

figures come from the international agri-
biotech concern, 1SAAA, which notes

that soybean, maize, cotton and canola
are still the main transgenic crops, and
herbicide tolerance and insect resistance

the dominant traits. Some 61 million

hectares were grown in 1 1 developed
countries in 2006, compared with
41 million hectares in 11 developing
countries-ten years earlier CM crops
were grown in just six countries. The US
heads the field, with 53% of the total,

then Argentina with 18%, Brazil with
11% and Canada with 6%. India and

China had 4% and 3% respectively.

Some transgenic crops are also cultivated
in OECD members Australia, Czech

Republic, France, Germany, Mexico,
Portugal, Slovak Republic and Spain.
The estimated worldwide value was

Global area of biotech crops
million ha to 2006

22 biotech crop countries

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

ihcrease of 13%, 12 million hectares or 30 million acres, between 2005 and 2006.

Source: ISAAA 2007, Crop Biotech & Biosalety, available online www.isaaa.org, "Knowledge Center"

US$6.15 billion, or about a fifth of the

global seed market, the ISAAA remarks.

Meanwhile, R&D is being conducted on
many other field crops, vegetables and
fruits in over 60 countries. The effects of

transgenic organisms on the environment
and food and feed safety has long been a
policy concern at the OECD, where the

Working Group for Harmonisation of
Regulatory Oversight in Biotechnology
involves several non-OECD countries.

See BioTrack Online al

www.oecdobserver.org/biotrackonline or
via www.oecd.org/biotechnology. For
more data, visit the International Service

for the Acquisition of Agri-biotech
Applications at www.isaaa.org
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